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Helping people get the careers they love is what we do.  

Yes, we’ll teach you the vital theories and facts.  
But we know that’s not enough to succeed.

The future holds jobs and opportunities we can’t even 
imagine right now. You will have to be entrepreneurial, 

adaptable and resilient. The world will need people  
who think critically and challenge convention. 

We help give you those skills by surrounding you  
with expert academics with plenty of industry contacts 

and experience; gurus who will help you get your  
new start-up business idea off the ground; career 

professionals who share their top tips for networking 
and interviewing; and tonnes of work experience  

and study abroad opportunities too. 

THE WORLD NEVER  
STANDS STILL.  

AND NEITHER DO WE.



LET’S GO

Our in-house business 
incubator, Bright Red 
Triangle, has supported 
more than  

450 student  
start-up companies  
since 2004, and can  
help you launch your  
own business too.

91% of our 
students 
agreed that our 
IT resources 
supported their 
learning.
National Student Survey 2017.

88% of our 
students  
have the 
opportunity  
to undertake  
a work-related 
experience as part 
of their course.
Applies to full-time undergraduate  
students only, 2016/17.

More than 95%  
of our graduates
are in work or 
further education 
within six months 
of graduating.
HESA 2015/16. 

We have a unique  
programme
to equip you with 
personal skills  
for your career.

Get yourself a 
worldwide network 
of friends 
and business 
contacts. 
We’ve got students 
from over 140 
countries.

Experts at 
changing lives.  
We have one of the  
Top 20 Value Added  
scores according to  
The Guardian Guide 2018, 
which compares the 
qualifications that  
students entered  
university with to the  
ones they graduate with. 

Based in brilliant 
and beautiful 
Edinburgh.
We’re the Best British City 
according to the Telegraph 
Travel Awards 2017.

WHY EDINBURGH NAPIER UNIVERSITY
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SECTION ONE

Life At Edinburgh Napier University

Picking a university is one of the most exciting decisions 
you’ll ever make. So why not choose one that just happens 

to be in a city that’s as beautiful as it is historic,  
and as vibrant as it is varied? It’s win win win win. 

Edinburgh is home to a volcano, beaches, castles and 
festivals. And we’d be delighted if you made it your home 
too. We have three unique campuses, each with their own 

vibe, and there’s modern, affordable accommodation  
in city-centre sites nearby. But don’t just take our word  
for it – 60,000 other students have chosen Edinburgh  

as their place to live and study.

LOVE
IT
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Head to napier.ac.uk/UG-Edi  
for more about our magical city.

HEAD OUT
Edinburgh has it all. Most of you will have heard of 
our yearly Fringe theatre and comedy festival, but did 
you know Scotland’s capital also has beaches? From 
Edinburgh Castle on an extinct volcano to a music and 
bar scene that’s very much alive, our city is a place of 
contrasts. There’s something for everyone: cobbled 
streets, high street and independent shops, rock 
climbing, sailing, world-class restaurants and ghosts. 
What’s more, it’s constantly changing. Edinburgh 
in summer at the height of the festival feels like a 
different city to the winter wonderland that greets 
Hogmanay revellers. And we’ll help you be a part of it 
all with a range of sports clubs and societies as diverse 
as our vibrant city itself – a city that’s home to four 
universities and 60,000 students.

EDINBURGH

Sunset over Edinburgh from the cliffs  
of the Salisbury Crags in the city centre.
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OUR SIGHTHILL
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20 MINUTES’ TRAM RIDE AWAY

WEST END

STOCKBRIDGE

LEITH

NEWINGTON

HOLYROOD PARK

CALTON HILL

CITY CENTRE

TRAMS

DYNAMIC EARTH

36

MARCHMONTBRUNTSFIELD

Wherever you are in the world, Edinburgh is closer 
than you might think, with a flight to London taking 
just 50 minutes, or a train ride from central Edinburgh 
to London King’s Cross takes 4 hours 15 minutes.

What about the rest of the UK? Well, Edinburgh is a:
• 50-minute train ride from Glasgow
• 50-minute flight from Belfast
• 65-minute flight from Manchester
• 90-minute train ride from Newcastle

EDINBURGH MAP

PUTTING  
EDINBURGH  
ON THE MAP

The Edinburgh bus network is first class for getting you around, 
with over 70 different routes crossing all over the city. Our 
favourite is the number 36, which connects all three of our 
campuses to the city centre.

Our Sighthill campus is the furthest from the town centre but 
is still just a 20-minute tram ride from the main shopping area. 
And the very same tramline takes you all the way to the airport. 

Thanks to its superb network of bike paths, you can reach many 
parts of Edinburgh on safe, traffic-free cycle routes.

WHAT ABOUT GETTING AROUND EDINBURGH?

BUS

TRAM

BIKE

NEWCASTLE

MANCHESTER

LONDON

MAINLAND 
EUROPE

BELFAST

EDINBURGH
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THINK BIG
We’re located in the most beautiful country in the 
world (The Rough Guide 2017 reader poll), so it’s  
no surprise that around 2.5 million visitors flock  
to Scotland every year and films from James Bond  
to Harry Potter were shot here.

You’ll be close to incredibly beautiful seaside towns with 
the beaches of North Berwick just a 30-minute train 
ride from Edinburgh. If history is more your style, you 
can also jump on the train to Stirling and check out one 
of Scotland’s many impressive castles. Or how about 
heading up the coast to visit the stunning 15th century 
town of St Andrews, which is also home to one of the 
most famous golf courses in the world. 

Glasgow is a 50-minute train ride from Edinburgh and 
as Scotland’s largest city, it is a great option for extra 
shopping and music concerts, with everyone from  
Dua Lipa to Kendrick Lamar making stops on tour in 2018.

If you love the outdoors, you can jump on a bus up into 
the scenic hiking trails of the highlands, and in winter 
you’re just 3 hours away from the ski slopes of Glencoe. 

So much more than bagpipes and shortbread, your life 
in Scotland will be anything you want it to be.

SCOTLAND

 The Glenfinnan Viaduct, made famous   
 by the Harry Potter films. 

To find out more about Scotland, 
check out napier.ac.uk/UG-Scotland 
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CAMPUSES

HANG OUT
Your campus will become much more than just where you 
go to class. Our three Edinburgh sites are set up as a second 
home for you while you study – free unlimited wifi, spacious 
cafes selling discounted Starbucks drinks, lots of great 
study spots and plenty of space to meet up with friends.

Each campus has its own unique feel defined by its distinctive  
features and course-specific facilities, as well as the people  
(like you!) who study there.

Craiglockhart 
Craiglockhart is a brilliant mix of the historical and the 
ultra-modern in a gorgeous, park-like setting. The iconic, 
silver-skinned Lindsay Stewart Lecture Theatre (known 
affectionately to students as “The Egg”) makes a great 
contrast to its historic wing, which was used as a military 
hospital during WWI.

Merchiston 
High-tech Merchiston campus is surrounded by loads of great 
cafes in one of Edinburgh’s trendiest central neighbourhoods. 
But this smart campus has a historical heart too –  
the sixteenth century tower at the centre of the campus is 
where our namesake, mathematician John Napier, was born. 

Sighthill 
Sighthill is our newest site and filled with smart spaces and 
awesome views back over the city. Head up to the top floor  
of the Learning and Resource Centre, put your feet up on one 
of the comfy couches and soak up the view while you study. 
Here there is also access to our elite sports facility [EN]GAGE, 
which we share with the Scottish Rugby Academy. 

You’ll usually have one campus as a base where you’ll find  
all your key course facilities and contacts, but you’re welcome 
on every campus. What’s more, all of our campuses and 
accommodation are within twenty minutes of each other  
and the city centre, so there’s plenty of time to enjoy life  
in Edinburgh while you study. 

 Craiglockhart’s Lindsay Stewart Lecture Theatre, nicknamed ‘The Egg’. 

Head to napier.ac.uk/UG-campus for the  
full low-down about each campus, including  
how to get to each by bus or bike! 
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Head to napier.ac.uk/UG-home for videos of life in our 
accommodation, virtual tours of our sites, information  
about what’s included and fees, and to get in touch  
with our Accommodation office for further support. 

ACCOMMODATION

MOVE IN
There’s so much to discover at university. One big change  
might be living away from home.

This time is about meeting new faces. Learning to  
make dinner for your whole flat. Sharing space with 
different people – and sharing experiences that you’ll 
never forget. In student accommodation, you’ll be  
in it together with new friends.

Our accommodation  
Our Edinburgh Napier student accommodation sites 
contain hundreds of self-catered flats. They are all 
modern, central (within 20 minutes’ walk of the heart 
of the city), and offer great value for money. 

Of course you’ll have an en suite, double bed, desk, 
central laundry and high-speed wifi, but you’ll also have 
communal smart TVs, events to help you get to know 
your neighbours, access to a common room with table 
tennis, vending machines and pool tables, and a 24-
hour dedicated team for support (or just forgetting your 
keys!). Nearby all our sites you’ll find supermarkets, 
bars, restaurants and cinemas too.

Securing your place 
You’ll be guaranteed a room if you’re in your first year  
of studying, you live outside an EH postcode area, 
you’re staying for the full academic year, and you’re 
applying before the August deadline (places sometimes 
become available after the deadline).

Private accommodation 
There’s also the option of a private flat, and we  
do still help with that, with advice from how to deal  
with tenancy agreements to making sure you choose  
a great neighbourhood.

 Colourful courtyard at our Bainfield student accommodation. 
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Want to see the full list of sports and societies  
that you could get involved with once you’re 
here? Head to napierstudents.com  
to check out everything you need to know 
about your Students’ Association.

GET STUCK IN
At Edinburgh Napier we believe that there is so much more  
to university life than just studying. 

Student societies  
Your Edinburgh Napier Students’ Association, ENSA, offers the best 
opportunity to have fun and throw yourself into a new life at university. 
There’s societies for everything from Law and Whisky, to Coffee and 
Photography. And if you can’t find what you’re looking for, ENSA gives 
you the freedom to create your own society! 

Sports 
Everyone has access to sports and physical activities at Edinburgh 
Napier. ENSA offers over 25 different sports clubs, from snowsports 
to hockey, allowing you to become part of ‘Team Napier’. You can join 
just for fun, but if you want to take things more seriously, many of our 
clubs represent the University in competition. Wednesday afternoons 
are typically dedicated to playing in leagues against other universities 
around the UK (BUCS). After all, you are studying alongside Olympic 
medallists and international elite athletes. 

Volunteering 
If you’re interested in giving back and gaining employability skills while 
you’re studying, we have a dedicated volunteering service, that works 
with charities like First Aid Africa and Cancer Research UK to find you 
a role to match your passion and develop your skills for the future. You 
could also become a Student Rep and join the Student Staff Council 
which will help you to make a difference and add to your CV.

Business start-up 
But maybe you’re a budding entrepreneur, and business is where your  
head’s at? Bright Red Triangle, our group of start-up business incubators, 
provides you with free mentorship from successful entrepreneurs, 
office space and networking opportunities. We’ve helped over 450 
businesses get up and running, will yours be the next success? 

SPORTS AND SOCIETIES

Under the lights at an Edinburgh Napier 
Women’s Hockey match.
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SECTION TWO

Studying at Edinburgh Napier University

Everyone at Edinburgh Napier helps make the university 
what it is. We encourage a collaborative culture and want 

students to enjoy working, learning and living together. 
That’s why we provide excellent facilities for study and  
for relaxing too. We have an excellent support network, 

offer career advice and help you find placements.  
We are all here to help you get where you want to be.

JOIN
IN
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Head on over to napier.ac.uk/UG-tools  
to watch videos and check out 360  
degree tours of the different facilities  
at our campuses. 

Purpose-built facilities 
Whatever you choose to study, we 
teach you using fantastic facilities 
and equipment so you won’t 
miss a beat when you graduate. 
You’ll be able to surround yourself 
with the latest technology and 
resources no matter what field 
you’re interested in, such as:

•  NHS simulation wards.
•  A replica digital news centre 

including broadcasting booths.
•  A four-lab sports and exercise

science suite with the largest
environmental chamber 
in Scotland.

•  Professional photography, music 
and design studios.

•  Specialist engineering 
laboratories including use of 
industry modelling software and 
a heavy structures lab.

•  Purpose-built life
sciences laboratories.

Top-ranked IT resources 
We’re ranked 2nd in the whole  
of the UK for students agreeing 
that our IT resources supported 
their learning (National Student 
Survey, 2017). Our 500-seat 
computer centre on Merchiston 
campus is just one of the reasons 
why. Open 24/7 during trimesters  

1 and 2, it means you always have 
access to the resources you need 
to meet those late-night deadlines. 

Study spaces 
Our computer suites and libraries 
feature shared booths and media 
screens, meaning you’ve got 
everything you need for arranging 
group projects. Or if it’s peace 
and quiet you’re after, we have 
individual study rooms with great 
views over the city that you can 
pre-book to make sure you have 
the space whenever you need it. 

Study anywhere 
Flexibility is key to fitting your 
studies around your other 
commitments and extra-curricular 
activities, so we make sure you can 
access your files and the leading 
desktop software you need at any 
time, any place, using our virtual 
desktop service. Plus, with your 
study materials such as lecture 
slides and required readings being 
hosted online, you have the ability 
to study however suits you best.

Extra support 
Throw in laptop loans, free  
IT support and subject-specific 
librarians, and everything you  
need is here waiting. 

FACILITIES FOR YOUR STUDIES

WORK HARD

Working in the Santander social
space at our Sighthill campus.
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Find out more about our [EN]GAGE gym, 
including the full range of classes  
and a sneak peak at our facilities at  
napier.ac.uk/UG-play

FACILITIES FOR AFTER CLASS

PLAY HARD
Play play play 
Part of the fun of university life is that there is so much 
to do outside of your studies and we’ve got all the 
facilities you need to kick back and relax after class. 

Going out 
Your union bar, The Three Sisters, is located right in 
the middle of town on one of the most popular streets 
for nightlife, the Cowgate. Here you can socialise and 
switch off with your friends over a make-your-own  
mac and cheese menu and compete in the weekly 
pub quiz, before heading on to check out the city’s live 
music venues.

Working out 
Want to work out before or after class? Our [EN]GAGE 
gym at Sighthill campus offers over 50 instructor-led 
and virtual classes including spinning, yoga and boxing 
for currently just £11 a month. Our gym equipment is 
so good you’ll be working out next to the rugby stars 
of tomorrow, as it’s host to the BT Scottish Rugby 
Academy. Running next to professional athletes isn’t 
bad motivation to go up a level on the treadmill!

Eating out 
At lunchtime, grab your friends and head on over  
to our ENjoy cafes, where you can choose from  
a range of fresh hot and cold options. And we have 
Starbucks outlets (with discounted student prices!),  
at all our campuses, so you can always get your 
caffeine fix just in time for your next class!

 Relaxing in the sun at the Bainfield accommodation complex. 
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PREPARE FOR 
YOUR DREAM JOB 

CAREER-READY

 At Edinburgh Napier we want to guide  
 you towards jobs that you will not only  
 excel at, but truly enjoy. Given all the 
 support we give you, it’s no coincidence      
 that 95% of our graduates are in 
 employment or further study six months  
 after graduating (HESA 2015/2016). 

Work experience 
We believe gaining real-world employment 
skills are just as important as academic 
knowledge, which is why 88% of our 
undergraduate students have the 
opportunity to complete a work-related 
experience as part of their degree. 

Careers team 
Our careers advisors will meet with 
you individually to help you decide 
the best strategy to kick-start your 
career. Our online portal will give you 
questionnaires to help you identify your 
strengths and explore options you never 
even thought about. We’ll encourage 
you to attend sessions on CV writing, 
how to structure cover letters and most 
importantly interview skills. 

Workshops and external speakers 
Whilst you study, why not attend free 
workshops too on developing specific 
employment skills in areas such as 
leadership and networking to fully 
prepare you for the world of work. You 
can also attend our career cafes, where 
you can chat informally to established 

professionals in your sector to find out 
about the skills you will need to land 
your dream job on graduation. 

Course-specific programmes 
In certain subject areas you can take 
part in specialised employability 
programmes, where you can go through 
mock interviews and assessment  
centres to prepare you for seeking 
graduate employment. 

Career mentoring 
Whilst you’re studying we recommend 
that you start creating your network  
and get advice from those already 
successful in your field by taking part  
in our career mentoring programme. 
Here you can build a relationship  
with an expert in your sector who can 
share their experience to get you off  
to a head-start when you graduate. 

Industry-led learning 
We believe that what we teach you 
should always be valuable to the 
employers you will be seeking out 
on graduation. For example, our new 
biological sciences suite has been 
developed in direct consultation with 
employers, to make sure we are 
teaching you the skills that matter most 
in industry. If you study Criminology  
and Policing, you will be learning  
from a syllabus with direct input from  
Police Scotland. 

Expert lecturers 
Our lecturers are not only expert 
researchers, but have strong links  
to industry. For example, our computing 
Professor Bill Buchanan OBE was  
named as one of the top 100 people  
for Technology in Scotland in 2016. 

Business start-up support 
If you’re looking to join Scotland’s 
buzzing start-up community, our expert 
entrepreneur advisors at Bright Red 
Triangle will give you ongoing specialist 
business advice, as well as free office 
space. Over 2000 students have 
used Bright Red Triangle since 2004, 
producing more than 450 businesses. 
Will yours be next?

Study abroad 
Maybe you’ve got a global view of your 
future and are interested in studying 
abroad? Spending time studying at one 
of our international exchange partners, 
from Austria to Australia, will help you 
to understand world issues and give 
you a real edge when searching for a 
career in today’s globalised job market. 

Volunteering 
It’s not just work placements that can 
give you the valuable skills you need  
to enter the world of work, volunteering 
can add real merit to your CV and 
make your application stand out. Our 
volunteering hub works with local and 
international charities to match you up 
with a placement that will not only give  
you the buzz that comes from knowing 
you’re making a difference, but also  
give you things like communication  
and organisational skills you’ll need  
to ace interviews. 

For more on how we can help  
you kick-start your career,  
head to napier.ac.uk/UG-career 
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It’s always good to know that guidance  
is on hand when you’re feeling unsure – 
head to napier.ac.uk/support to see all  
the help that’s available.

STUDENT SUPPORT

BREATHE OUT
It’s important to us that our students 
know that help is available when 
they need it. From the iPoint on each 
campus as soon as you walk in the 
door to personal development tutors, 
here is just some of the support we 
offer so that nothing gets in the way  
of your success.

Personal Development Tutor 
We give every student a Personal 
Development Tutor when you first arrive  
at Edinburgh Napier. You can check in with 
them and ask questions confidentially 
(about study, life, anything!) and they will 
help you find an answer. 

Academic skills 
From managing your new workloads to 
essay writing and exam preparation, you 
can come along to regular workshops 
or free personal drop-in sessions with  
an Academic Skills Adviser.

Or for a DIY option, there’s Get Ready, 
our online resource with tips and  
advice from students in areas such  
as effective reading, academic writing, 
oral presentations, revision and  
exam strategies.

Disabilities support 
We offer dedicated support if you have  
a disability or learning difficulty.  
Our experienced, expert staff provide 
guidance and assistance, and are there 
throughout your entire university journey. 

Mental health and counselling 
Our qualified counsellors and mental 
health advisers offer non-judgmental 
support when you’re feeling down or 
overwhelmed, and can help you manage 
stress and anxiety.

Edinburgh Napier Students  
Association (ENSA) advice service 
The ENSA Advice service is independent, 
confidential and free to all Edinburgh 
Napier students. It offers one-to-one 
advice on all your ‘life admin’: funding 
and benefits, employment rights and 
tax, accommodation issues, immigration 
and visas, and health problems.

English language support 
If English isn’t your first language,  
we offer English as a Foreign Language 
(EFL) modules and English study 
support classes throughout the year. 

We also have study skills classes to 
prepare you for a new learning 
experience as the UK education  
system can be different from what  
you are used to.

The Meadows on Edinburgh’s south side.

It’s always good to know that guidance 
is on hand when you’re feeling unsure – 
head to napier.ac.uk/UG-help to see all 
the help that’s available.
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RESEARCH-LED TEACHING EXCELLENCE

STAND OUT
Not only do our lecturers have unique links to industry that 
will maximise your employability, they are also nationally and 
internationally recognised for their research, working with 
organisations such as the European Commission, Greenpeace 
and Medical Research Scotland. 

Associate Professor Dr Peter Barlow hit headlines around  
the world in 2017 after his breakthrough in understanding 
rhinovirus, the cause of the common cold and fatal pneumonia.  
His research is helping to save lives, but it’s also helping  
Peter shape the syllabus for his undergraduate immunology 
module in biosciences.

According to HM Inspectorate of Constabulary in Scotland, 
research by Senior Lecturer Dr Elizabeth Aston has made 
direct improvements to Police Scotland’s stop and search 
procedures, so you’ll be learning directly from an acclaimed 
expert when studying criminology. 

In engineering, Dr John McDougall is exploring how materials 
developed on mountain biking tracks in the Scottish Borders 
can be used to protect people during earthquakes, while PhD 
student Lara Alshawawreh’s work is showing us how moveable 
shelters can be improved to provide safety and dignity for 
refugees and asylum seekers.

The world won’t stop changing, with Edinburgh Napier  
it’s about staying one step ahead.

Check out napier.ac.uk/UG-research 
to find out more about our academics’  
world-leading research.

Research assistant Andreas Steyven and a robot swarm.
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SECTION THREE

Applying to Edinburgh Napier University

Excited? Let’s get started. We offer guidance on how to apply 
for your course, depending on whether you want to study 
full-time, part-time or online. We encourage you to apply  
no matter what your background is or where you’re from,  
and our admissions team can provide dedicated support  

to help you through the process. 

If you’re in any doubt whatsoever after looking over  
the next few pages, check out our website where you can  
find more information on applying for the course that will 

help unlock your future.

GET
IN
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ALL IN

This is just some of the additional 
support, funding opportunities and  
ways of studying to make Edinburgh 
Napier a reality for everyone.  
Head to napier.ac.uk/UG-all  
for more in-depth information, 
and check out the next few pages 
in this section.

Choosing to go to university is a decision 
to expand your options, and that’s always 
a good idea. Coming from different 
places makes for a more interesting, 
stronger student body with more 
opportunity to learn from each other. 
We welcome students from everywhere, 
and we want to hear from everyone.

Adult returners to education 
Sometimes the standard selection 
process doesn’t allow you to 
demonstrate all the skills you’ve 
acquired during employment or other 
experience, so depending on your course 
choice and your circumstances, we may 
ask you to provide more information 
to ensure we can make an informed 
decision on your application.

Care leavers 
If you’ve been in care we have extra help  
for you. We offer the one-on-one support 
of a Student Adviser from pre-entry 
advice all the way through your time  
at the university. You can disclose this 
on your UCAS application, and we’ll get 
in touch with some other things we can 
help with, including guaranteed year-round  
accommodation and help to access 
additional funding (including a bursary 
providing up to £1000 per year of study).

International 
Our International team are dedicated 
to advising and supporting non-UK 
students. They will help with pre-arrival 
information, orientation programmes, 
immigration and visa extensions, English 
language classes, workshops to prepare 

you for studying here and loads more. 
And, we can even pick you up from the 
airport to take you to your campus!

Applicants with a declared disability  
If you have a disability or medical 
condition, or you require additional 
support, we encourage you to disclose  
it in your application. This will enable 
us to get in contact with you to identify 
what adjustments can be made and what 
support you’ll require once you arrive.

Armed Forces community 
We’re committed to supporting members 
of the armed forces community transition 
into academic life as they leave service, 
including mentorship and special funding.

Contextual Admissions  
We want students who have the 
potential to succeed and benefit from 
our programmes. But we also know 
that student journeys are different, and 
that the levels of support and guidance 
received along the way can differ 
considerably.

Therefore, as part of our admissions 
process we take into consideration the 
context in which you have achieved your 
grades, which may have meant you faced 
more challenging circumstances – this 
is known as our ‘Contextual Admissions 
Policy’. With this, if you meet certain 
criteria, such as living in a certain area, 
going to a particular school, have been  
in care or are a carer yourself, you may  
be eligible for an adjusted (lower) offer.

ACCESS FOR EVERYONE
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Head to napier.ac.uk/UG-study  
for more information on how each  
of these programmes works.

STUDY OPTIONS

WAYS TO STUDY
Whatever your circumstances, there will be a way to study  
at Edinburgh Napier to suit:

Full-time and part-time courses 
For UK students, many of our full-time courses can also be studied  
part-time – same great professors, same relevant programme, just studying 
fewer modules at a time over a longer period than full-time study to suit 
where you are in your life.

Online learning 
For online courses, all learning activities and assessments are undertaken 
online. This gives you the opportunity to achieve your full potential while 
getting on with your day-to-day commitments. You get an internationally 
recognised degree from wherever you are. 

Associate students scheme 
Our Associate Student Scheme allows you to study for your Higher National 
Diploma (HND) at one of our partner colleges while guaranteeing you a place  
with us in the third year. You’re treated like an Edinburgh Napier student 
even while you’re at college, and have access to all our facilities and resources. 

Apprenticeships 
These are a great opportunity to undertake work-based learning alongside  
other qualifications. Foundation Apprenticeships will help you get up to speed  
and bolster your application to university, and Graduate Apprenticeships 
allow you to work full-time while studying for an honours degree.

 The towering glass atrium  
 at our Sighthill campus. 
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MAKE IT

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

At Edinburgh Napier University we offer 
a number of financial support options, 
known as either scholarships or bursaries. 

All involve receiving a sum of money 
that you don’t need to pay back to help 
support you while you study. They can 
either reduce the cost of your tuition 
fees, or be given directly to you to help 
with your living costs. Even if they don’t 
cover all your fees and living costs, they 
can seriously reduce the cost of studying  
so it is well worth checking out what you’re 
eligible for.

Here’s an idea of what this money can do:

• Cover the costs of course fees.
• Help with living costs.
• Enable travel, research or aid

personal development.
• Help you take a passion further,

such as sports or the arts. 
• Support a start-up business dream.

Bursaries and scholarships explained 
A bursary will be given to you automatically  
if you meet certain criteria, such as if you 
come from a low-income household.  
You don’t need to apply for these; when 
you confirm you will be starting your 
course with us we will let you know  
if you are eligible to receive a bursary.

To receive a scholarship you may have 
to submit a separate application and 
the process can be competitive or 
distributed on a first come first served 
basis, so it’s important to apply early.

There are special scholarships available 
to help with specific projects as part  
of your course, such as if you decide  
to study abroad, or do a research  
project locally. There are also 
elite athlete and country-specific 
scholarships available.

Access and merit bursaries for UK 
students from outside Scotland 
For students from England, Northern 
Ireland, Wales and the Channel Islands, 
the University provides a generous 
bursary package offering a cash award 
of up to £3,000 per year (dependent on 
your financial circumstances and/or your 
academic achievement). 

The majority of undergraduate 
degrees in Scotland last four years, 
designed to offer greater breadth. 
At Edinburgh Napier University this 
means, for example, there is usually 
the opportunity to do work-related 
experience as part of your course. 
Students from England, Northern 
Ireland, Wales and the Channel Islands  
on a four year degree programme  
only pay for three years. 

Additional funding 
If you are struggling financially during 
your course and no other sources are 
available we also have other funds that 
could help you including Discretionary 
and Childcare funds.

So, don’t let money be the thing  
that holds you back from achieving  
your university ambitions.

Head over to napier.ac.uk/UG-funding  
to see exactly what you are eligible for 
and how to apply. 
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For all the information you need,  
head to napier.ac.uk/UG-international

COME  
ON OVER
We know moving to a different country to study is a big 
move, but we’re here to help you every step of the way. 
Need help with a student visa? Or assistance with your 
application? Worried your English needs improving? 
We can help with all this and are here to answer any 
questions about accommodation, finances, working 
during your studies or anything else you might be 
unsure about. What’s more, when everything’s sorted, 
we’ll arrange to meet you at the airport when you 
arrive. How’s that for a warm Scottish welcome?

Closer than you think 
Our International Team is based in Scotland and 
across our regional offices in Malaysia, India, China 
and Nigeria. Our staff also travel the world to attend 
educational events and there might well be one near 
you soon. Find out when we’re next in your country on 
our website. We also work with local representatives  
in a number of countries who can provide support – 
again, you’ll find details on our website. Moving to the 
UK doesn’t need to be difficult.

INTERNATIONAL
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Apply from September 2018.
Applications close 15 January 2019,

or 30 June 2019 for international
students. UCAS will forward your

application on to us.  
(Some courses are also available for  

a January start. Please check our website).

We will review your qualifications,
personal statement and supporting 

references. Our Admissions  
Policies online give advice about 

how we select.

You will receive a response with either an  
unconditional offer, a conditional offer or  

informing you that unfortunately your application  
has been unsuccessful. We make offers from  

November through to the end of April.

If you receive an offer you will have the  
opportunity to visit us on campus or talk  

to our International Team either in your country  
or online. You’ll learn more about our  

academics, students and facilities and get all 
the information you need to make a decision.

If your offer is conditional, we will  
confirm your place when your outstanding 

qualifications are known.

You will be sent information about your timetable  
and induction in August before commencing  

your studies in September.

HOW TO APPLY

GET IN

APPLYING TO EDINBURGH  
NAPIER UNIVERSITY

Full-time courses 
Applying for our full-time undergraduate 
courses is done through the Universities 
and Colleges Admissions Services (UCAS)  
website (www.ucas.com). You just need 
to use the Edinburgh Napier institution 
code – ENAP E59 – along with the code 
of the course you’d like to study.

Part-time courses and online courses 
Are you a UK student and want to study 
part-time? Or online? To do this, you’ll 
have to go through our website. Just 
visit the page of your chosen course and 
hit the ‘apply’ button.

Our Contextual Admissions Policy 
Please see page 36 for more 
information on our approach to making 
adjusted offers to prospective students. 

Got questions you’re not sure about? 
Our friendly admissions team are 
happy to take you through everything 
you need to know either via email  
or on the phone. Get in touch now: 

Phone:  
+44 (0)330 900 6040

Email:  
ugadmissions@napier.ac.uk

Or else visit:  
napier.ac.uk/UG-apply

If you are applying from outside  
the UK, our International Team is here 
to support and guide you through  
the process.

Email:  
international@napier.ac.uk

Remember, even if you don’t get the 
grades you need for your first-choice 
course, Clearing is an opportunity to 

find a spot on a similar course.  
Head to napier.ac.uk/clearing
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COURSE INDEX

BIOSCIENCES

48-55   BSc (Hons) Marine & Freshwater Biology 
 BSc (Hons) Animal & Conservation Biology 
 BSc (Hons) Applied Microbiology 
 BSc (Hons) Biological Sciences 
 BSc (Hons) Biomedical Science 

CRIMINOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY & SOCIOLOGY

56-63  BA (Hons) Criminology 
 BSc (Hons) Policing & Criminology 
 BA (Hons) Psychology 
 BSc (Hons) Psychology 
 BA (Hons) Psychology with Sociology 
 BA (Hons) Social Sciences

SPORT & EXERCISE SCIENCES

64-71 BSc (Hons) Physical Activity & Health 
BA (Hons) Business & Enterprise in Sport
 BSc (Hons) Sports Coaching 
 BSc (Hons) Sport & Exercise Science 
(including advanced entry) 

VET NURSING

72-79  BSc (Hons) Veterinary Nursing
BSc (Hons) (Top Up) Veterinary Nursing 

ACTING

80-87  BA (Hons) Acting & English 
 BA (Hons) Acting for Stage & Screen  
(Advanced entry) 

DESIGN

88-95  BDes (Hons) Graphic Design 
 BDes (Hons) Interior & Spatial Design 
 BDes (Hons) Product Design 

ENGLISH

96-103  BA (Hons) English 
 BA (Hons) English & Film 

FILM, JOURNALISM & MEDIA

104-111  BA (Hons) Film 
 BA (Hons) Photography 
 BA (Hons) Journalism 
 BA (Hons) Television (advanced entry)

MUSIC

112-119  BMus (Hons) Music 
 BA (Hons) Popular Music

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

120-127  BA (Hons) Accounting 
 BA (Hons) Accounting with  
Corporate Finance 
 BA (Hons) Accounting with Law 
 BA (Hons) Financial Services 

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

128-137  BA/BA (Hons) Business Management
 BA (Hons) Business Management  
with Entrepreneurship
 BA (Hons) Business Management with 
Human Resource Management
 BA (Hons) Business Management  
with Marketing
 BA (Hons) International  
Business Management
 BA (Hons) International Business  
Management with Languages
 BA (Hons) Business Studies Sandwich
 BA (Hons) Business Studies with  
Entrepreneurship Sandwich
 BA (Hons) Business Studies with  
Finance Sandwich
 BA (Hons) Business Studies with Human 
Resource Management Sandwich
 BA (Hons) Business Studies with  
Marketing Management Sandwich
 BA Business & Enterprise
 BA (Hons) Business & Enterprise in Sport
 BA Business Management with Finance  

LAW

138-145  LLB (Hons) 
 LLB Graduate Entry 

MARKETING & SALES

146-153  BA (Hons) Marketing Management 
 BA (Hons) Marketing with Digital Media
 BA (Top up) Sales Management 

TOURISM, HOSPITALITY, FESTIVAL & 
EVENTS MANAGEMENT

154-165  BA (Hons) International  
Tourism Management
BA (H ons) International Tourism  
& Airline Management 
BA (H ons) International Tourism  
& Marketing Management 
BA (H ons) International Tourism 
Management with Language
BA (H ons) International  
Hospitality  Management 
BA (H ons) International Hospitality  
Management & Tourism 
BA (H ons) International Hospitality 
Management & Marketing 
BA (H ons) International Hospitality  
& Service Management
BA (H ons) International Hospitality  
Management with Language
BA (H ons) International Hospitality 
Management and Festival & Events
BA (H ons) International Festival  
& Event Management 
BA (H ons) International Festival  
& Event Management with Tourism
BA (H ons) International Festival  
& Event Management with Marketing
BA (H ons) International Festival  
& Event Management with Language
BA (H ons) International Festival & Event 
Management with  Entrepreneurship
BA (H ons) Languages  
& Intercultural  Communication 
BA (H ons) Languages & Intercultural 
Communication with  
Tourism  Management
BA (H ons) Languages & Intercultural 
Communication with Marketing 
Management   

COMPUTING

166-175  BBEng/BEng (Hons) Computer  
Systems & Networks
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Creative Computing
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Sound Design
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Digital Media  
& Interaction Design

 BSc/BSc (Hons) Digital Media  
& Interaction Design Global
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Web Design  
& Development
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Computing Science
 BEng/BEng (Hons) Cyber Security  
& Forensics
 BEng/BEng (Hons) Computing
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Business  
Information Technology
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Games Development
 BEng/BEng (Hons)/MEng  
Software Engineering 

BUILDING & SURVEYING

176-183  BSc/BSc (Hons) Architectural Technology 
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Building Surveying 
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Real Estate Surveying 
 BSc/BSc (Hons) Quantity Surveying 

ENGINEERING

184-191   BEng (Hons) Civil Engineering
MEng Civil Engineering
BEng (Hons) Mechanical Engineering
MEng Mechanical Engineering
MEng Civil & Transportation Engineering
 BEng (Hons) Energy &  
Environmental Engineering
BEng (Hons) Electronic &  
Electrical Engineering
 MEng Electronic &  
Electrical Engineering 

NURSING & MIDWIFERY

192-201  BN Nursing (Adult) 
 BN Nursing (Child) 
 BN Nursing (Mental Health) 
 BN Nursing (Learning Disabilities) 
 BSc Nursing Studies 
 BM Midwifery 
 MM Masters in Midwifery
 MN Masters in Nursing (Adult)
 MN Masters in Nursing (Child)
 MN Masters in Nursing (Mental Health)
 MN Masters in Nursing  
(Learning Disabilities)
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GET AHEAD
FLEXIBILITY IS KEY IN TODAY’S  

EVER-CHANGING WORLD.

Our Biosciences courses allow you to specialise in  
certain areas as you discover what you enjoy.  

All courses are taught in an applied way, giving  
you the most-up-to-date skills in your chosen 

 area whether it’s field or lab work.  
So you’ll be work-ready when you graduate. 

Our partnership with St Abbs 
Marine Station gives students 
unique opportunities to engage  
in exciting research on current  
and future challenges to coastal 
and marine environments.

We aim to put the best tools  
at your disposal and our labs 
boast both a Flow Cytometer 
and Confocal microscope.

All our lecturers are active in their 
research programmes, so their 
knowledge is very up-to-date. 

BIOSCIENCES We are a top 5 
UK university for 
student satisfaction 
in Microbiology. 
(National Student Survey 2017)

Norway lobster larvae at our collaborative  
St Abbs Marine Station.
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Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-science

PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Nothing beats hands-on experience. Putting 
theory into practice builds confidence and  
gets you work ready. So work placements  
are a valuable part of most of our Biosciences 
courses. We have excellent links to local and 
international companies to give you a wide 
range of placement opportunities. We also  
run the highly successful Getting Inside 
Scheme; this can give you an internship with  
a company over the summer for invaluable  
work experience.

FACILITIES
Our laboratories are purpose built and 
stocked with the latest equipment  
so you’ll be able to hit the ground running 
when you graduate. Some examples  
of the equipment that students are wowed 
by are our confocal microscope and flow 
cytometer. All of the courses and modules 
are based within our Sighthill campus,  
just 20 minutes on the tram from the  
city centre. 

SETTING YOU APART
Our Biosciences courses are accredited by the Royal Society  
of Biology, which proves you have the industry-level knowledge 
employers are looking for. Throughout the course you’ll develop 
excellent lab skills. We have a dynamic environment of active 
researchers which means you will be taught the very latest  
thinking by lecturers who are pushing back the boundaries  
of knowledge. If you choose to study Animal Conservation  
Biology, you’ll get hands-on fieldwork experience, including 
residential field trips. 

ABOUT YOU
Are you passionate about making a difference? Do global issues, the marine 
or freshwater environment, aquatic biology, conservation and the impact of 
pollution on the aquatic environment interest you? Then you’ve come to the  
right place. We’ll give you a solid foundation in the biological sciences and  
help you specialise in the study of the rich diversity of animals, from species  
on the bottom of the ocean to those in your back garden.

COURSES 
BSc (Hons) Marine & Freshwater Biology  
This course focuses on the study of the  
fascinating diversity of aquatic life. Learning 
about marine ecosystems can help sustainability 
and further our understanding of climate change.

BSc (Hons) Animal & Conservation Biology
Gain hands-on experience and prepare for a 
career in wildlife conservation by exploring how 
animals adapt to their environment and interact 
with each other.

BSc (Hons) Applied Microbiology
This course provides you with a broad 
understanding of biological sciences including 
biomedical sciences, microbiology, toxicology, 
animal and marine biology and immunology. 

BSc (Hons) Biological Sciences
This degree allows tailored learning so there will 
be some aspects that are similar to the other 
degree structures, but with greater flexibility for 
specialising in your chosen area. 

BSc (Hons) Biomedical Science
Develop your understanding of the scientific 
investigation of human health and disease  
and prepare for a career at the forefront  
of biomedical science.

All courses are also available  
on a part-time basis.

One of the science labs  
at our Sighthill campus.
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CAREERS
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Research Scientist
Biomedical Scientist
Biotechnologist 
Healthcare Scientist 
Medical Sales Rep 
Zoo Keeper 
Conservation Manager 
Environmental  
Protection Officer 
Science Writer 
Academic Researcher 
Research and  
Development 
Pharmaceutical  
Scientist 
Forensic Scientist 
Fishery Manager
Quality Assurance  
Auditor

THINK FOR YOURSELF 
“The lectures teach students how to think critically  
and study independently.”

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Ying Lei
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll  
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BSC (HONS) 
MARINE & 
FRESHWATER 
BIOLOGY  
UCAS: C160

BSC (HONS) 
ANIMAL & 
CONSERVATION 
BIOLOGY 
UCAS: CC11

BSC (HONS) 
BIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCES 
UCAS: C120

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

BBBB including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

BBBB including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
GCSE C/4 in English, 
Maths, Biology & 
Chemistry or Double 
Award Science 

BCC including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
GCSE C/4 in English, 
Maths, Biology & 
Chemistry or Double 
Award Science 

BCC including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
GCSE C/4 in English, 
Maths, Biology & 
Chemistry or Double 
Award Science 

YEAR 1 
HNC/D 

HNC/HND in Animal Care 
Grade B in Graded Unit
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

HNC/HND in Animal Care 
Grade B in Graded Unit
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

HNC/HND in Animal Care 
Grade B in Graded Unit
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade B in graded 
unit in a related subject

HNC – Grade B in graded 
unit in a related subject

HNC – Grade B in graded 
unit in a related subject

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade BB at SCQF 
Level 8 in Graded Units  
in a related subject

HND – Grade BB at SCQF 
Level 8 in Graded Units  
in a related subject

HND – Grade BB at SCQF 
Level 8 in Graded Units  
in a related subject

OTHER N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

LOCATION Sighthill Sighthill Sighthill

DURATION 4 years (FT)  
6 years (PT)

4 years (FT)  
6 years (PT)

4 years (FT)  
6 years (PT)

BSC (HONS) 
APPLIED 
MICROBIOLOGY  
UCAS: C510

BSC (HONS) 
BIOMEDICAL 
SCIENCE 
UCAS: B940

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

BBBB including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
GCSE C/4 in English, 
Maths, Biology & 
Chemistry or Double 
Award Science 

BCC including a Science 
(Biology, Human Biology 
or Chemistry, Physics)
GCSE C/4 in English, 
Maths, Biology & 
Chemistry or Double 
Award Science 

YEAR 1 
HNC/D 

HNC/HND in Animal Care 
Grade B in Graded Unit
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

HNC/HND in Animal Care 
Grade B in Graded Unit
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths, Biology  
& Chemistry

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade B in graded 
unit in a related subject

HNC – Grade B in graded 
unit in a related subject

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade BB at SCQF 
Level 8 in Graded Units  
in a related subject

HND – Grade BB at SCQF 
Level 8 in Graded Units 
in a related subject

OTHER N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

LOCATION Sighthill Sighthill

DURATION 4 years (FT)  
6 years (PT)

4 years (FT)  
6 years (PT)

UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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BE READY
CHANGE IS ALL AROUND US. 

Laws adapt as society evolves and we aim to prepare you  
for this fluid world. You’ll study a multi-disciplinary programme 

that includes social sciences, psychology and criminology 
depending on the course you choose. 

All our lecturers have PhDs in 
this exciting field, hold or are 
working towards fellowship of the 
Higher Education Academy, or are 
Chartered Psychologists.

You’ll have a fully-rounded 
learning experience because 
we have access to a variety of 
disciplines within the School.

Our new Policing & Criminology 
BSc (Hons) will give you the 
competitive edge if you want 
to become a police officer by 
exploring social, political and 
economic factors that impact  
on policing and crime.

CRIMINOLOGY, 
PSYCHOLOGY  
& SOCIOLOGY

Our highly successful  
Getting Inside scheme,  
pairs students  
with relevant 
work shadowing 
placements.

Lecturer Dr Faye Skelton operating  
the DI4D PRO high fidelity  
facial motion capture system.
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Nothing beats hands-on experience. It helps 
you put theory into practice. Our Policing & 
Criminology course gives you the opportunity  
to get involved with the Special Constabulary. 
The Criminology and Social Sciences courses 
whisk you off to an International Summer school 
with institutions in the US. This gives you the 
opportunity to visit host institutions such as 
University of West Florida and participate in a 
programme of activities including lectures and 
trips to criminal justice institutions. 

All of our courses offer you the chance to join 
the ‘Getting Inside’ work shadowing scheme, 
and there is an optional module on volunteering  
and employability skills. 

FACILITIES
We prepare you for the future by giving you 
practical experience now. In psychology 
you have access to excellent dedicated 
lab facilities and equipment. This includes  
an eye tracking lab, an EEG lab, and a 4D 
motion capture lab. 

Only 20 minutes from the city centre on 
the tram, our Sighthill campus is where 
these courses will be taught. On site, you 
will have access to facilities such as gym, 
cafeteria, coffee shops and libraries.  
There are also study areas with computers. 

WE’VE DONE OUR DETECTIVE WORK
We know what will help you get where want to be. We are the 
only Scottish university with a Policing degree, we offer you the 
opportunity to study abroad and all courses are informed by our 
staff’s own research in the field of criminology and criminal justice, 
social sciences and psychology. This includes areas such as health and 
illness, gender and migration, face recognition, jury decision making, 
policing, imprisonment, victimisation and restorative justice. You can 
study a range of modules in applied areas of psychology (such as 
forensic psychology, counselling psychology and work psychology),  
as well as core areas, which adds to the richness and relevance of  
the course in today’s world.  

ABOUT YOU
We know you’re inquisitive – you’ve read this far. That’s good. You’ll also need to  
be practical and broadminded. With the opportunity for practical work placements, 
we’ll equip you with the skills and confidence you need to tackle the societal  
problems of the 21st Century.

COURSES 
BA (Hons) Criminology 
You’ll study crime, explanations for crime and 
social reactions to crime. As an interdisciplinary 
social science subject, criminology draws  
on a range of perspectives from sociology, 
psychology to law.

BSc (Hons) Policing & Criminology 
This course will give you the competitive edge  
to becoming a police officer by exploring the  
wide range of social, political and economic 
factors which impact on policing and crime. 

BA (Hons) or BSc (Hons) Psychology
Psychology courses at Edinburgh Napier are 
accredited by the British Psychological Society, 
allowing you to pursue a career in this field. 
Psychology is a fascinating science that gives 
you insight into individuals and their unique 
behaviour. It involves learning about memory, 
language, creativity, personality, social interaction 
and brain processes.

BA (Hons) Psychology with Sociology 
This course allows you to combine psychology 
with sociology. Examine, investigate and 
understand human life and experiences while 
developing a detailed understanding of the social 
world, the complexities of human relationships 
and social forces.

BA (Hons) Social Sciences 
This course gives you an insight into many 
different aspects of our lives as individuals and 
as part of society. You’ll have the opportunity 
to study a range of social science disciplines 
including sociology, history, geography, 
psychology and politics.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-soc

 The social study space  
 at our Sighthill campus. 
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CAREERS
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Police Officer 
Forensic Science  
Technician 
Probation Officer 
Prison Officer 
Social Worker 
Youth Worker 
International  
Development Consultant 
Life Coach 
Pollster
Counsellor 
Forensic Psychologist
Social Researcher 
Policy Analyst 
Marketing Insight  
Manager 
Human Resources  
Officer
Third Sector Worker 

THEORY AND PRACTICE 
“The work placement experience I received at Edinburgh Napier 
made me ‘work ready’. I think that good academic credentials  
are important, but it is equally as essential for graduates to have 
relevant work experience in order to be successful and attractive  
to potential employers upon completing their degrees.”

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Callum Galloway 
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
PSYCHOLOGY 
UCAS: C800

BSC (HONS) 
PSYCHOLOGY
UCAS: C801

BA (HONS) 
PSYCHOLOGY  
WITH SOCIOLOGY 
UCAS: CL84

YEAR 1  
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB including English  
or other literary subject*  
National 5 Maths at 
Grade B (excluding 
Lifeskills)

BBBB including English  
or other literary subject*  
National 5 Maths at 
Grade B (excluding 
Lifeskills)

BBBB including English  
or other literary subject*  
National 5 Maths at 
Grade B

YEAR 1  
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including English  
or other literary subject* 
GCSE Maths at Grade B/5

BCC including English  
or other literary subject* 
GCSE Maths at Grade B/5

BCC including English  
or other literary subject* 
GCSE Maths at Grade B/5

YEAR 1  
HNC/D 
REQUIREMENTS 

HNC Social Sciences 
Grade B in graded unit
National 5 Maths at 
Grade B

HNC Social Sciences 
Grade B in graded unit
National 5 Maths at 
Grade B

See year 2

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Social Science –  
Grade B in all SCQF 
Level 8 Graded Units 
plus National 5 Maths 
at Grade B (excluding 
Lifeskills)

HND – Social Science –  
Grade B in all SCQF 
Level 8 Graded Units 
plus National 5 Maths 
at Grade B (excluding 
Lifeskills)

HNC – Social Science – 
Grade A in graded unit 
plus National 5 Maths 
(excluding Lifeskills) at 
Grade B
  

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

Case-by-case basis Case-by-case basis Case-by-case basis

OTHER N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Sighthill Sighthill Sighthill

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 

BSC (HONS) 
POLICING & 
CRIMINOLOGY 
UCAS: M901

BA (HONS) 
CRIMINOLOGY
UCAS: M900

BA (HONS)  
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
UCAS: LC38

YEAR 1  
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB including English 
or other literary subject*  
National 5 Maths at 
Grade C

ABBB including English 
or other literary subject*  
National 5 Maths at 
Grade C

BBBB including English 
or other literary subject*  
National 5 Maths at 
Grade C

YEAR 1  
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including English  
or other literary subject* 
GCSE Maths at  
Grade C/4

BCC including English  
or other literary subject* 
GCSE Maths at  
Grade C/4

BCC including English  
or other literary subject* 
GCSE Maths at  
Grade C/4

YEAR 1  
HNC/D

HNC Social Sciences 
Grade B in Graded Unit
National 5 Maths at C

HNC Social Sciences 
Grade B in Graded Unit
National 5 Maths at C

HNC Social Care Grade B 
in graded unit
National 5 Maths at C

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade A in graded 
unit in Police Studies

N/A HNC – Grade A in graded 
unit in Social Sciences

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A HND – Grade AB at SCQF 
Level 8 in Graded Units in 
Social Sciences 

OTHER N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Sighthill Sighthill Sighthill

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 

*  Literary subjects include: Modern Studies, History, Geography, Psychology, Sociology 

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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STEP UP
SPORT & EXERCISE SCIENCE IS ABOUT  

MUCH MORE THAN JUST MUSCLE. 

It’s about keen minds that understand that exercise  
is one of the most underrated medical tools of our age.  

Whether you want to help sufferers of long-term illnesses  
keep moving or train elite athletes, we have courses  

to suit anyone passionate about the subject. 

Our specialist labs are full of 
cutting-edge equipment which 
you’ll use from year one.

We have exclusive partnerships 
with Scottish Rugby and  
Scottish Gymnastics, and helped  
to found the Scottish Mountain 
Biking Centre.

Partnerships with the likes  
of the Scottish Association 
for Mental Health (SAMH) and 
Macmillan mean you’re studying 
towards improving lives.

Our environmental 
chamber is the largest 
facility of its kind in 
Scotland, and can replicate 
high-altitude conditions  
up to the equivalent  
of Everest Base Camp.

SPORT & 
EXERCISE
SCIENCES

 Using the Woodway treadmill in the   
 sports science labs at our Sighthill campus. 
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
There are volunteering and work-based learning 
opportunities at each level of the programme. 
This means you can test your knowledge and 
experience in a real-life working environment. 
Placements are also a great way to help you 
decide what kind of career you want.

FACILITIES
Ever wondered what cycling at 17,600 feet 
feels like? Our environmental chamber is 
the largest facility of its kind in Scotland. 
But there are so many ways we can help 
you perform at your best. From remedying 
sports injuries to scanning biometrics, our 
other high-tech labs will get you ready for 
anything a new job might throw at you. 

LEARN FROM THE VERY BEST
Thanks to partnerships with elite sport organisations like Scottish 
Rugby and Scottish Gymnastics, what you learn in the classroom –  
from professors who are also coaches – will always be at the 
cutting edge of sports science. If it’s good enough for Olympic 
athletes, it’s good enough for us.

ABOUT YOU
Do you dream of training professional athletes? Do you want to learn how to coach 
people to be the best they can possibly be physically? Or maybe you want to own 
your own gym. Our courses here at Edinburgh Napier will set you off on the right 
path, for you to specialise in the areas that interest you most.

COURSE 
BSc (Hons) Physical Activity & Health
This course offers you a multidisciplinary approach that gives you the 
tools to help others improve their lives through exercise, including 
alleviating disease and long-term illness.

BA (Hons) Business & Enterprise in Sport
This online course for professional athletes and support staff will teach 
you to translate your athletic excellence into a successful business, while 
working around your training and competition schedule.

BSc (Hons) Sports Coaching 
This course will help you achieve your own potential as a modern, 
professional coach with knowledge of how sports science improves 
athletic performance.

BSc (Hons) Sport & Exercise Science (Including advanced entry)
Apply science to sport to make it better, faster and stronger. This course 
explores the science used to help the body perform to its full potential.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-sport

 Measuring reaction times  
 in the Sports Science labs. 
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GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Uti Oussellam
CAREERS

THEORY IN PRACTICE
“The practical nature of the course is really important because you’re 
encouraged to go away and learn how to apply the equipment to 
different athletes; that element of it really prepares you for the applied 
environment that most sports science jobs are in.”

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Sports Therapist
Strength and 
Conditioning Coach 
Exercise Physiologist 
Performance Director 
Personal Trainer
Schools’ Activity  
Co-ordinator 
Club Development 
Officer 
Sports Coach 
Elite Athlete 
Gym Manager 
Outdoor Education 
Manager 
Community Coach 
Performance  
Pathways Manager
Health Referral  
Co-ordinator 

Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding 
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BSC (HONS) 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
& HEALTH 
UCAS: C6C8

BSC (HONS) 
SPORTS COACHING 

UCAS: C6R4

BSC (HONS)  
SPORT SCIENCE 
UCAS: C600

BA BUSINESS  
& ENTERPRISE  
IN SPORT

YEAR 1  
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB including Science 
(Biology, Human Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics, 
Psychology, and PE 
[accepted at Higher if 
combined with Higher 
Maths])
National 5 Maths at 
Grade B
National 5 English & 
Science at Grade C

BBBB including Science 
(Biology, Human Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics, 
Psychology, and PE 
[accepted at Higher if 
combined with Higher 
Maths])
National 5 Maths at 
Grade B
National 5 English & 
Science at Grade C

BBBB including Science 
(Biology, Human Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics, 
Psychology, and PE 
[accepted at Higher if 
combined with Higher 
Maths])
National 5 Maths at 
Grade B
National 5 English & 
Science at Grade C

N/A

YEAR 1  
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including science 
(Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics, Psychology, PE, 
Sports Science & the 
Active Leisure Industry
GCSE Maths at Grade B/5
GCSE English & Science  
at C/4 

BCC including science 
(Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics, Psychology, PE, 
Sports Science & the 
Active Leisure Industry
GCSE Maths at Grade B/5
GCSE English & Science  
at C/4 

BCC including science 
(Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics, Psychology, PE, 
Sports Science & the 
Active Leisure Industry
GCSE Maths at Grade B/5
GCSE English & Science  
at C/4 

N/A

YEAR 1  
HNC/D 
REQUIREMENTS 

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
ENTRY 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade A in graded 
unit in a related subject

HNC – Grade A in graded 
unit in a related subject

HNC – Grade A in graded 
unit in a related subject

This course is part of our 
Global Online suite,  
which means it can be 
studied flexibly and from 
anywhere. For entry 
requirements and detailed 
information, head to 
napier.ac.uk/UG-online

YEAR 3  
ENTRY 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade AA at SCQF 
Level 8 in graded units in 
a related subject

Related HND – Grade AA 
in SCQF Level 8 in  
graded units in a  
related subject & UKCC  
Level 1 Certificate

HND – AA at SCQF Level 
8 in graded units in a 
related subject

Applications will be 
considered individually 
based upon academic 
qualifications, for example 
an appropriate diploma, 
and/or relevant experience

OTHER N/A N/A N/A Entry to this programme  
is conditional upon you 
having elite athlete or 
support staff status

MODE OF STUDY Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Global Online

LOCATION Sighthill Sighthill Sighthill Online

DURATION 4 years (FT)  
6 years (PT)

4 years (FT)  
6 years (PT)

4 years (FT)  
6 years (PT)

2-8 years
Scottish Rugby player Sam Hidalgo-Clyne  
at our sports science facilities at Sighthill.
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IN SAFE 
HANDS
READY FOR ANYTHING. 

Registered veterinary nurses are currently in short supply. So get 
your career in caring for animals off to a great start by enrolling on 

our programme. You will be eligible to register as a vet nurse with the 
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons as soon as you graduate – so 
you can start working straightaway. Our internationally recognised 

course provides an excellent grounding in all of the professional skills 
required for registration. As well as providing you with additional skills 

and specialisms culminating in your own scientific research project.

Clinical practice placements at veterinary  
practices will be arranged for you 
throughout the programme – in your 
UK location of choice where possible.

Study additional modules in subjects 
such as exotics, wildlife, applied animal 
behaviour and animal welfare science, 
to either specialise in your career  
or progress to postgraduate study.

As the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons accredits our programme 
directly, graduates can apply to join its 
Register of Veterinary Nurses without 
having to pass any more assessments.VET 

NURSING
Edinburgh Napier 
offers the longest 
running veterinary 
nursing degree 
programme available 
in Scotland.

Small animal handling workshop with  
special guest Ross the raccoon dog.
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Enjoy being out and about? Then this 
programme could be for you. To get you  
work-ready, you’ll spend 48 to 60 weeks 
altogether on clinical practice placements.  
Don’t worry, we arrange these for you –  
with the likes of pet care providers Vets  
Now and Braid Vets Hospital, and veterinary 
charity PDSA. 

FACILITIES
Our Veterinary Nursing programme 
includes a mixture of lectures, tutorials and 
practical classes, most of which take place 
at our Sighthill Campus. Some practical 
classes may be held off-campus by 
necessity – for example, the handling  
and husbandry of large animals and exotics. 
So you’ll get both a change of scene and an 
insight into the wider industry landscape

Then there’s the time you’ll spend on 
placement, getting used to the kind of 
facilities, equipment and procedures found 
in a typical veterinary practice. Your total 
weeks will be split across various types of 
animal care provider, helping you to decide 
where you might like to begin your career.

A WIDE FIELD
Vet nurses play a pivotal role in promoting animal welfare. Are you 
up for the challenge? Practical skills plus professional accreditation 
make our graduates truly work-ready. With up to 60 weeks of work 
based learning behind you, you’re likely to find a job quickly and 
progress fast. We work with some of Scotland’s most prestigious 
veterinary establishments. Collaboration with the College of Animal 
Welfare means we can also place students in clinical settings across 
the UK and Channel Islands, so you could spend half of your time  
in Edinburgh and half closer to home.

ABOUT YOU
Do you dream of caring for sick, injured and hospitalised animals? To become a vet 
nurse, you must be prepared for the strong practical element of this programme.  
Good news if sitting in lectures every day isn’t for you. 

COURSES 
BSc/BSc (Hons) Veterinary Nursing 
This course covers all of the professional 
requirements needed to become a registered 
veterinary nurse, and we offer additional 
specialist modules too, such as Applied 
Animal Behaviour and Animal Welfare 
Science. You can look forward to excellent 
career prospects after graduating from 
Scotland’s longest running veterinary 
nursing degree programme.

BSc (Hons) Veterinary Nursing (Top-up)
Our direct entry Top-up degree in Veterinary 
Nursing allows students to apply to 
Veterinary Nursing in year 2 or year 3.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-vet

Mock surgery in the Clinical Skills Suite at The College  
of Animal Welfare, our partner organisation.
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RATS TO RICHES

“I chose Edinburgh Napier as it’s a degree course. I enjoy the mix 
between the university learning and then being able to put this into 
practise.  Our “in practice” work means that we are working in the role 
for the duration of our course, paving the way to a successful career 
straight out of university.”

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Rhiann McCreadie
CAREERS

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Registered  
Veterinary Nurse
Veterinary Practice 
Manager
Animal Nutritionist
Animal Welfare  
Inspector 
Game Keeper 
Animal Charity Worker
Postgraduate 
University Lecturer
Wildlife Veterinary 
Nurse 
Veterinary Nursing 
Coach 
Specialist Diet Sales 
Representative 
Laboratory Animal 
Technician
Animal Rescue Officer
Charity Management

Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BSC (HONS) 
VETERINARY 
NURSING 
UCAS: D310

BSC (HONS)  
(TOP UP)  
VETERINARY NURSING
UCAS: D3D3

YEAR 1  
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB including a science* 
and a literary subject**
National 5 Grade C in 
English, Maths and Biology, 
Chemistry, or Physics
PLUS 4 weeks of 
relevant work experience 
(completed before 
submission of application)

N/A

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including a science* 
and preferably a  
literary subject*
GCSE C/4 in English, 
Maths, and Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics,  
DA Science
PLUS 4 weeks of 
relevant work experience 
(completed before 
submission of application)

N/A

YEAR 1  
HNC/D 
REQUIREMENTS 

HNC in a related subject 
with Grade B may be 
considered. PLUS 4 
weeks of relevant work 
experience (completed 
before submission  
of application)

N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A Interview 
Level 3 diploma in Veterinary Nursing
Candidates may be eligible for extra credit if they hold any of the following:
– RCVS Advanced Veterinary Nursing Diploma
–  Demonstrate at least three years of work in veterinary practice or veterinary 

nursing education

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A Interview 
HND Veterinary Nursing with Grade B in the graded unit
Foundation Degree in Veterinary Nursing with grade Merit
NFQ Veterinary Nursing Qualification at level 6 with grade Merit

OTHER Work experience must be 
in a veterinary practice

Candidates should be eligible to register with the RCVS, the Veterinary Council of 
Ireland, or with the appropriate Veterinary Nursing Professional body in the country 
where practice elective is planned

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Sighthill Sighthill

DURATION 4 years 2 years

* Sciences include: Biology, Human Biology, Chemistry, Physics
**  Literary subjects include: English, History, Modern Studies, RMPS, Psychology, Geography

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding 
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

Third-year Veterinary Nursing  
students on location.
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ACT NOW
WE’LL PLAY OUR PART. 

Scotland’s Festival City is the perfect place to study 
acting and now’s the time to find out more about  

the courses we offer in this exciting industry. Our aim 
is both to deliver a truly unique learning experience, 

and to take full advantage of our location in one of the 
most culturally vibrant cities in the world.

Get your career off to a flying start 
with the opportunity to present 
your own fully supported show  
at the world’s largest arts festival, 
the Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

Our courses are designed to help 
you make the transition from 
student to independent freelance 
artist as smooth as possible.  
You’ll leave the course with a 
career action plan, a show reel  
and significant acting experience. 

We offer the only combined 
actor-training and English 
degree in the UK.

A top 10 UK 
university for  
Drama, Dance  
& Cinematics.
(Complete University Guide 2018)

ACTING

 Drama Society dress rehearsal. 
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Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-acting

FACILITIES
The stage is set for a learning experience 
that cannot be matched anywhere else 
in the UK. Our close ties to the Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe, and collaborations with 
leading Scottish theatre companies 
ensure your training is as diverse as it is 
contemporary. Based at our Merchiston 
campus in the leafy neighbourhood of 
Bruntsfield, you will train in our dedicated 
rehearsal rooms and have access to a  
fully-equipped studio theatre. You will 
leave the course with a show reel and 
significant acting experience for both  
stage and screen. 

OUR ROLE IS EVOLVING
Flexibility is key. The theatre and media industries are constantly 
changing and a new approach to training is necessary. We have 
created a curriculum that develops and encourages versatility, 
intellectual curiosity, entrepreneurialism and leadership,  
as well as a high level of acting and performance training for both 
stage and screen. You’ll also have dedicated industry-recognised 
tutors, providing support throughout your training. 

ABOUT YOU
Looking for a career that’s as interesting as it is varied? Whether you want to be an actor, 
producer or educator, we have the course for you. Our students are respected in the 
industry, and our graduates have been nominated for Olivier and Ian Charleson awards, 
worked in the West End, at Dundee Rep, Lyceum Theatre and Bard in the Botanics,  
as well as appearing on BBC, Channel 4 and ITV. You’ll join our graduates who are finding  
a place for themselves as teachers, directors, producers and writers.

COURSES 
BA (Hons) Acting & English 
You’ll develop your acting skills to a professional 
standard, while exploring English literature,  
and gain a deep understanding of the relationship 
between text and performance.

BA (Hons) Acting for Stage & Screen  
(advanced entry)
Ambition is everything and this inspiring degree 
provides contemporary vocational actor training,  
in a variety of styles, media and venues, with  
direct entry to Year 3.

 Vernon God Little By DBC Pierre, performed  
 at Edinburgh Napier’s Morningside Church Studio Theatre, 2016.  
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STAR PUPIL 
“You learn about acting, directing and writing at Edinburgh Napier and 
I think the variety of skills you develop is very useful. One of the best 
things about the Acting and English degree is that you are given the time 
and flexibility to explore different pathways within drama and find out 
what you’re really passionate about.”

Marli Siu is an Acting and English graduate, and attained a first class honours 
degree in 2015. Marli was nominated for the prestigious Ian Charleson Award for 
her performance as Hero in Much Ado About Nothing at Dundee Rep Theatre, and has 
performed in Still Game and the zombie musical film Anna and the Apocalypse. More 
recently she appeared in Misalliance at the Orange Tree Theatre in south-west London.

CAREERS
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Actor
Journalist
Theatre Director
Creative Producer
Production Manager
Presenter
Teacher
Arts Administrator
Lecturer
Theatre Stage Manager
Artistic Director
Playwright
Artistic Programmer
Box Office Manager
Project Director
Participation Director
Drama Teacher
Voice Over Artist

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Marli Siu
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS)  
ACTING &  
ENGLISH 
UCAS: QW34

BA (HONS)  
ACTING FOR  
STAGE & SCREEN 
(ADVANCED ENTRY)

UCAS: W410

YEAR 1  
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBCC including English  
at Grade B

N/A

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCD including English  
at Grade C

N/A

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC Grade B in a related, 
performance-based 
subject
Higher English Grade B

N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC including 
English at Grade B
A Level – BBB including 
English at Grade B 
HND – Grade B at SCQF 
level 8 in the graded units 
in a related performance-
based subject plus Higher 
B/A level C English 

N/A

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A HND – Grade B at SCQF 
level 8 in the graded units 
in a related subject

OTHER An acting audition and 
interview are part of the 
admissions process 

This is taught 
concurrently with Queen 
Margaret University

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time 

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 2 years (Advanced entry)

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

 Trojan Barbie by Christine Evans, performed at Edinburgh 
 Napier’s Morningside Church Studio Theatre, 2016. 
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IMAGINE 
THAT

OUR STUDENTS ARE WINNING INDUSTRY 
AWARDS BEFORE THEY GRADUATE. 

How good is that? Our pioneering academics create an inspiring 
learning environment that makes our students stand out and 

get noticed by employers. We help you develop the professional 
knowledge, critical thinking skills and industry connections you 

need to succeed in today’s global economy. 

Our connections with many of the 
UK’s top design agencies ensure you’ll 
be work-ready when you graduate. 

We offer you the opportunity to gain 
experience on live projects with clients 
like the National Museum of Scotland. 

In your final year, you’ll exhibit your  
work at our annual Degree Show –  
a great showcase and way to meet 
potential employers. 

DESIGN Our students have 
had recent successes 
at the Creative 
Conscience Awards, 
D&AD New Blood 
Awards and Sony 
World Photography 
Awards. One of the exhibition rooms at the Creative Degree Show. 

DESIGN
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Succeeding in business is all about having the 
right connections. And we do. Edinburgh-based 
StudioLR sponsors a best in show prize at the 
University’s Degree Show, with the winner  
not only getting recognition on the night but  
the chance to go and work with the agency for  
a month. Local agencies also offer mentoring 
and placements throughout the year. We also 
have strong links with heavyweight agency 
Design Bridge in London, which has so far 
employed six of our graduates.

FACILITIES
Let’s talk design. Our facilities are designed 
to help you achieve your full potential.  
This means providing you with everything 
you need to learn, collaborate and enjoy your  
student experience. Based at our Merchiston 
campus in Bruntsfield, you’ll benefit from 
a variety of teaching methods including 
lectures, tutorials, laboratory sessions and 
independent study. We’ll also make sure 
you’re trained in current design software.

FREE RANGE THINKING
Based in a buzzing creative hub in the heart of Edinburgh, you’ll be surrounded 
by a diverse and inspirational range of students and lecturers. Our excellent 
industry contacts ensure your learning is as contemporary as it is relevant. 
“We have students working on Lego and Game of Thrones. That’s a real credit 
to the skillset working on our product design course can offer and the diverse 
career paths of our students,” Richard Firth, Programme Leader, BDes (Hons) 
Product Design.

ABOUT YOU
Design isn’t just about making things look nice. To be a great designer you need passion, 
commitment and, of course, creativity. If this is you, then we can help you develop a variety  
of skills. What will you create?

COURSES 
BDes (Hons) Graphic Design 
Join award-winning students and gain practical work experience to shape 
the world around you on our accredited and industry recognised graphic 
design course.

BDes (Hons) Interior & Spatial Design 
Industry leading professionals direct the learning in our collaborative, 
practical studio space. Focusing primarily in the interior, but also public 
spaces, lighting and exhibition design, we create and enrich places at the 
human scale.

BDes (Hons) Product Design 
Learn how to design innovative, attractive and usable products  
and explore the dynamic world of product design while gaining vital 
industry experience.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-design
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DESIGNING A BRAVE NEW WORLD 
“The design world is a thriving, exciting sector to work in –  
you just need to have the guts to go for it.” 

Fee Sheal, digital designer and 2013 graduate in Graphic Design.

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Fee Sheal
CAREERS

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Interior Designer
Exhibition and  
Museum Designer
Lighting Designer
Property Development  
Designer
Retail Designer
Urban Designer
Sustainable Designer
Designer for  
Interactive Spaces
Packaging Designer
Design Manager
Exhibition Designer
Web Designer
Editorial Designer
Merchandiser
Product Designer
Graphic Designer 

Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.

DESIGN
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BDES (HONS) 
GRAPHIC DESIGN
UCAS: W210

BDES (HONS) 
INTERIOR & 
SPATIAL DESIGN 
UCAS: W251

BDES (HONS) 
PRODUCT DESIGN 
UCAS: W241

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB including English  
or another literary 
subject*, plus one of Art, 
Graphic Communication, 
Product Design

BBBC including English or 
another literary subject* 
(preferred subjects are 
Art, Product Design, 
Design, Technology)

BBBC including English or 
another literary subject* 
(preferred subjects are 
Art, Product Design, 
Design, Technology)

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including English or 
another literary subject*, 
plus one of Art, Graphic 
Communication, Product 
Design

CCC including English or 
another literary subject* 
(preferred subjects are 
Art, Product Design, 
Design, Technology)

CCC including English or 
another literary subject* 
(preferred subjects are 
Art, Product Design, 
Design, Technology)

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC including English or 
another literary subject* 
plus one of Art, Graphic 
Communication, Product 
Design
A-Level – BBB including 
English or another literary 
subject*, plus one of Art, 
Graphic Communication, 
Product Design
HNC – Grade B in a 
related subject

SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC including English or 
another plus one of Art, 
Graphic Communication, 
Product Design 
A Level – BBB including 
English or another literary 
subject* (preferred 
subjects are Art,  
Product Design,  
Design, Technology)
HNC – Grade B in a 
related subject

SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC including English or 
another plus one of Art, 
Graphic Communication, 
Product Design 
A Level – BBB including 
English or another literary 
subject* (preferred 
subjects are Art,  
Product Design,  
Design, Technology)
HNC – Grade B in a 
related subject

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

OTHER As part of the selection 
process applicants will 
normally be invited to 
submit a portfolio/ attend 
an interview. 

As part of the selection 
process applicants will 
normally be invited to 
submit a portfolio/ attend 
an interview. 

As part of the selection 
process applicants will 
normally be invited to 
submit a portfolio/ attend 
an interview. 

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston 

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years

*    Literary subjects accepted are Modern Studies, History, Psychology, Sociology, RMPS,  
Theology, Media Studies, Philosophy, Latin, Politics, Classics, Geography

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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GO FOR IT
WORD IS SPREADING. 

JK Rowling, Irvine Welsh, Ian Rankin – Edinburgh’s literary 
credentials are impressive indeed. It’s no wonder we’re the world’s 

first UNESCO City of Literature. And our English courses are as 
unique as each of these writers with a focus on modern literature. 

Our courses nurture an awareness of the enduring appeal of 
literature and its relevance to the modern world. You’ll learn valuable 
critical and theoretical skills, helping prepare you for a career in an 

exciting and diverse range of cultural and creative industries.

Study everything from creative writing,  
critical psychology and film, to popular 
culture, TV studies and more. 

Our work placement scheme offers 
the opportunity to gain teaching 
experience across the city, and  
to participate in an award-winning 
partnership with the Scottish Prison 
Service to enhance literacy. 

Through our study abroad schemes, 
you’ll have the opportunity to benefit 
from studying at foreign universities, 
including Charles University in Prague, 
Stuttgart and Ryerson in Toronto. 

We’re the top 
modern university  
in the UK for English.
(The Times/Sunday Times Good 
University Guide 2018)

ENGLISH

 Edinburgh Napier alumni Double Take Projections 
 cast light on The Writers’ Museum in the Old Town. 

EN
GLISH
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Hands-on industry experience is a core part  
of every course. Our dedicated placement 
scheme offers the opportunity to gain  
teaching experience, apply for research  
project internships, and to participate in  
our award-winning partnership with the 
Scottish Prison Service. 

FACILITIES
Steeped in history and surrounded by 
culture, you’ll study at our Merchiston 
Campus, the historic 16th-century 
birthplace of our very own world famous 
mathematician, John Napier. Situated in 
buzzing Bruntsfield, independent cafes, 
restaurants and shops are just around the 
corner. There are two cafes on campus and  
a 500-seat computing centre with both 
Macs and PCs. It’s even open 24/7 (during 
term time) in case literary inspiration 
strikes in the middle of the night. 

WORDS CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
Words can change the world and our Centre for Literature and 
Writing has helped put a new date in everyone’s diary. The joint 
efforts of Edinburgh Napier University and Edinburgh City of 
Literature has meant that Robert Louis Stevenson Day is now an 
annual date in Edinburgh’s literary calendar, when the works of this 
great Scottish writer are celebrated.

ABOUT YOU
Fascinated by literature and how stories shape our culture and the way we see the 
world? Our courses may well be perfect for you. We’ll help develop your critical and 
theoretical skills and introduce you to texts from a wide and diverse area of cultural 
studies. You’ll be studying in a city with a rich literary heritage, inspiring tales  
of crime, adventure, great detectives, school mistresses and even boy wizards. 

COURSES 
BA (Hons) English
This course nurtures an awareness of the 
enduring appeal of literature English literature  
in its cultural-historical context, considering  
the significance of various texts in society from 
the Elizabethan age to the present.

BA (Hons) English & Film
Explore literature alongside film and television, 
gaining an awareness of critical and theoretical 
perspectives on contemporary literary and  
visual culture.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-english

 The Writers Room at our Merchiston campus. 
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WRITE YOUR OWN STORY 

“My studies in Scottish literature in particular grounded me in the 
knowledge I needed to understand political events as they were 
unfolding across the country.”

Andrew Barr graduated from the BA (Hons) English and Film course in 2014.  
In 2016 he released his first book, Summer of Independence: Stories from a  
Nation in the Making, which featured in The Scottish Review of Books’  Picks of 2016.

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Andrew Barr
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Primary School Teacher
Secondary School 
Teacher
Records Manager
Academic Librarian
Arts Administration
Publisher 
Copy-editor
Proof-reader
Digital Copywriter
Editorial Assistant
Journalist
Film Producer
Writer
Scriptwriter 
Marketing Manager
Press Officer
Stand-up Comedian
Corporate Blogger

CAREERS
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.

EN
GLISH
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
ENGLISH 
UCAS: Q300

BA (HONS) 
ENGLISH  
& FILM 
UCAS: QP33

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

ABBB including English  
at Grade B

ABBB including English  
at Grade B 

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including English BCC including English

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – B in a  
related subject

HNC – B in a  
related subject

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC including English  
at Grade B
A Level – BBB including 
English at Grade B 

SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC including English  
at Grade B
A Level – BBB including 
English at Grade B 

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

No HND entry No HND entry

OTHER N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 4 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

 The Poetry Periscope installation has brought the work  
 of leading European writers to our Merchiston campus. 
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BE FOCUSED
CREATING BRIGHT FUTURES. 

The media and creative industries are constantly evolving and 
expanding in scope, so let’s concentrate on getting you ready. 
Our courses give you both in-depth knowledge and hands-on 

experience. You’ll come away with all the technical and creative 
skills and practices you need to get ahead. And thanks to our 

industry focus you could follow in the footsteps of some of our 
graduates who work for Sky, STV and shows like Outlander. 

Our industry-relevant training will 
prepare you for a career in the film, 
media and creative sectors in Scotland 
and around the world. 

Our journalism degree courses  
are one of the longest established  
and most prestigious in the UK. 

Our partnership with STV2  
offers valuable work-based  
learning opportunities. 

FILM, 
JOURNALISM  

& MEDIA

We are a top  
10 UK university  
for Film Production  
& Photography.
(The Guardian Guide 2018)

 16mm camera practice in the studio  
 at The Screen Academy. 
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Nothing comes close to hands-on learning. 
Which is why we use our wide network of 
industry contacts to find students work 
placements in their chosen field. For example, 
our partnership with STV2 gives students 
opportunities for work placements on live  
and recorded shows.

FACILITIES
We want you to be work-ready when you 
graduate. So our courses give you access  
to specialist facilities with industry-standard 
equipment. These include everything from  
professional level radio, TV and photography  
studios to editing suites and Mac 
laboratories. We ensure you will have  
the right tools at your disposal to put your 
creative thinking into action. 

COLLABORATION IS KEY
Creative environments don’t get much better. You’ll be based 
in a bustling campus close to the city centre and taught by 
experienced lecturers. We believe creativity thrives on diversity 
and you’ll be encouraged to make connections and collaborate 
with other students across the university.

ABOUT YOU
It doesn’t matter where you come from. What’s important is passion and drive.  
If you have a real interest in your chosen field of film, photography, television  
or journalism, we’ll help you develop your practical and creative skills to go  
on to work in these exciting industries.

COURSES 
BA (Hons) Film 
Study the art and craft of cinema and gain  
the practical and creative skills in our specialist 
facilities to become a contemporary filmmaker. 

BA (Hons) Photography 
Start your journey as a contemporary, creative  
and intelligent photographer and gain experience 
in a vast range of photographic practices.

BA (Hons) Journalism 
Gain industry-relevant training that prepares  
you for a media career on one of the UK’s longest 
running and respected journalism courses.

BA (Hons) Television (advanced entry)
Build on your existing creative skills and  
focus on a career in the television and screen 
media industries.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-media

Getting hands-on in the Television Studio.
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GETTING ON FAMOUSLY
“The highlight of my time at Edinburgh Napier University for me was the 
excitement of being surrounded by other people with the same ambitions 
and having the support of lecturers who put their trust in me.” 

BA Television student Eric Romero’s award-winning graduation film, Lethe, has toured 
international film festivals. Since graduating, Eric’s gone on to work as a script-writer  
in Spain while developing a new drama production back in Scotland.

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Eric Romero
CAREERS

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Journalist
Screenwriter
Researcher
TV Producer
Production Designer
Cinematographer
Editor
Sound Designer
Curator
Picture Editor
TV Presenter 
Video Archivist
Content Editor
Multimedia Manager
Film Producer 
Freelance Photographer
Photo Journalist

Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS)  
FILM 
UCAS: P303

BA (HONS) 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
UCAS: W640

BA (HONS) 
JOURNALISM 
UCAS: P500

BA (HONS) 
TELEVISION 
UCAS: P301

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC including English or 
other literary subject*  
(Art reccommended) 

BBBC including English or 
other literary subject*  
(Art reccommended) 

BBBB including English N/A

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC including English or 
other literary subject*  
(Art reccommended) 

CCC including English or 
other literary subject*  
(Art reccommended) 

BCC including English  
at Grade C 

N/A

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC Grade B in related 
subject

HNC Grade B in related 
subject

N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC  
including English
A Level – BBB  
including English 
HNC – Grade B in  
related subject

N/A

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

Places for Year 3 are 
limited and applications 
will be considered on 
the basis of successful 
completion of two years 
of study on a comparable 
programme

Places for Year 3 are 
limited and applications 
will be considered on 
the basis of successful 
completion of two years 
of study on a comparable 
programme

HND – Grade B at 
SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units in related 
subject (Media & 
Communications not 
accepted)

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject 
(Advertising & PR, TV 
Production, Creative 
Industries: Television , 
Audio Visual Technolog, 
Creative Industries: Media 
& Communication, Film)

OTHER IELTS 6.5 with no element 
below 6.0
A portfolio and interview 
are part of the selection 
process for all years  
of entry. 

As part of the admissions 
selections process, suitably 
qualified applicants will 
normally be required to 
submit a portfolio/ attend 
an interview. This applies 
to all years of entry. 

IELTS 7.5 with no element 
below 7.5 
A portfolio and interview 
are part of the selection 
process for all years  
of entry. 

As part of the admissions 
selections process, 
suitably qualified 
applicants will normally 
be required to attend an 
audition or interview.

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston 

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 2 years (Advanced entry)

*    Literary subjects are: Modern Studies, History, Psychology, RMPS, Latin, Sociology, 
Theology, Media Studies, Politics, Classics, Philosophy, Geography

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information. 2nd year film student Jessikah Montgomery.
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TUNE IN
NOW THIS SOUNDS GOOD. 

Staying in tune with current trends is easy thanks to our location 
at the heart of Scotland’s Festival City. Choose your pathway 

through performance, composition, research and the wider music 
industry, and tailor your degree to your interests and aspirations. 

You’ll learn from lecturers who are practicing performers, 
composers, conductors, music therapists, musicologists, sound 

engineers and songwriters. Our students have gone on  
to perform all over the world with bands like Mogwai and  

to manage groups like Idlewild.

Our graduates go on to work  
at the highest levels of the music 
industries in Scotland and beyond.

We offer 24/7 access to our 
facilities and practice rooms.

We’re one of the few music 
departments in the UK to offer  
an undergraduate module  
in Music Therapy. 

MUSIC 98% of our Music 
students said that  
staff were good at 
explaining things.
(National Student Survey 2017)

 “Las Vegas” mode on the mixing desk. 
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
As a creative hub at the heart of Edinburgh 
we have strong connections with community 
projects and performing arts companies.  
This will help you secure flexible and long-term 
work placements. Also, our relationship 
with the Eric Liddell Centre provides unique 
opportunities for students taking our Music 
Therapy module, allowing them to gain practical 
experience working with people with dementia. 
These competitive placements include training 
in dementia awareness. 

NURTURING TALENT
Kadie-Rose Tarawally is currently in her third year studying Popular 
Music, specialising in voice. Kadie told us: “The highlight for me  
is really the whole experience, being able to grow as a person  
and be more confident. The lecturers accept you for who you are 
and help you find your own style. You’ll see yourself grow as much 
as you apply yourself.”

ABOUT YOU
Whether your passion is for performance, composition, music management,  
sound engineering, teaching or musicology, our courses will enhance your skills  
to a professional level. Our innovative, practical and flexible teaching methods  
will give you an insight into the world of the professional musician and set  
you on the road to your chosen goal.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-music

FACILITIES
As a budding musician you’ll already 
understand the importance of having  
the right instruments at your disposal. 
All our students benefit from our modern 
teaching, rehearsal and practice rooms,  
a recital area and a comprehensive music 
library, ensuring that all your needs are  
met on campus. Technology is always 
changing and we have three high quality 
recording studios and fully networked 
computer suites running Logic,  
ProTools, Sibelius and a range of other 
industry-relevant software. We also have 
two Avid Certified Instructors and ProTools 
experts on our staff.

COURSES 
BMus (Hons) Music
With pathways in performance, composition and 
academic/research-based modules, our course 
gives you the flexibility to map out your future, 
with an impressive range of compulsory and 
optional modules.

BA (Hons) Popular Music
Explore music genres, enhance your performance 
skills and gain the technical knowledge on a 
challenging and rewarding course that will enable 
you to make your mark in the music industries.

Popular Music student Becky performing  
at the Music Showcase for Creative  
Industries Employability Week in 2015.
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CAREERS
We have an impressive record  
of helping graduates gain 
entrance to postgraduate 
courses in the UK and  
abroad with many going  
on to join prestigious 
ensembles worldwide.

Because your creative skills  
are transferable and valuable  
to a number of other 
industries, our graduates  
go on to have a wide range  
of careers, such  
as arts administration  
and broadcasting. 

You can continue with studies 
and enroll on postgraduate 
diploma courses if you  
want to teach music in 
secondary schools. 

You can also go on to do  
PhD research.

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Performer
Composer
Songwriter
Musicologist
Music Therapist
Radio Producer
Music Teacher
Instrumental Tutor
Artist Manager
Producer
Audio Engineer
Arts Administrator
Foley Artist
A&R Coodinator
Music Distribution  
manager 
Tour Manager 
Plugger
Session Musician

STRIKING THE RIGHT CHORD
“As someone who came to writing music pretty late, my time at 
Edinburgh Napier gave me my first chance to really explore  
composition with some great tuition and performance opportunities.”

Anna Meredith’s success has been music to our ears. After graduating with an HND  
in Music in 1997 (prior to the introduction of the BMus degree), Anna went on to 
become the composer-in-residence with the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra.  
In 2016 her debut solo album gained widespread critical acclaim and won Scottish 
Album of the Year.

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Anna Meredith

Image credit: Anna Victoria Best.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BMUS (HONS) 
MUSIC 
UCAS: W302

BA (HONS)  
MUSIC (POPULAR) 
UCAS: W341

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

ABCC including Music  
at Grade A and English  
or other literary subject* 
at Grade B 
ABRSM Grade V Theory or 
Trinity/Guildhall Grade 5 
Theory test 

ABCC including Music  
at Grade A and English  
or other literary subject* 
at Grade B 
ABRSM Grade V Theory or 
Trinity/Guildhall Grade 5 
Theory test

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including Music  
at Grade B and English  
or other literary subject* 
at Grade C
ABRSM Grade V Theory or 
Trinity/Guildhall Grade 5 
Theory test 

BCC including Music  
at Grade B and English  
or other literary subject  
at Grade C 
ABRSM Grade V Theory or 
London College of Music 
Grade 5 Theory test

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC Grade A in a  
related subject

N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HND Grade A in a  
related subject 
ABRSM Grade V Theory or 
Trinity/Guildhall Grade 5 
Theory test 

HNC Grade A in a  
related subject 
ABRSM Grade V Theory or 
London College of Music 
Grade 5 Theory test

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

Limited spaces available HND Grade A at SCQF 
level 8 in the graded units 
in a related subject
ABRSM Grade V Theory or 
London College of Music 
Grade 5 Theory test

OTHER Audition and interview 
required – applicants 
must demonstrate 
practical music skill 
equivalent to either 
Trinity/Guildhall or 
ABRSM Grade 8

Audition and interview 
required – applicants must 
demonstrate practical 
music skill equivalent to 
either Trinity Rock/Rock 
School Grade 7 

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 4 years

*    Modern Studies, History, Psychology, Sociology, RMPS, Theology, Media 
Studies, Philosophy, Politics, Sociology, Geography, Latin and Classics.

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding 
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

 We offer tuition on all orchestral instruments  
 and specialisms, including the piccolo. 
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COUNT  
ON US

 IT ALL ADDS UP. 

Accounting and finance involves so much more than crunching 
numbers. Whichever of our programmes you pick, get ready 

to develop accounting, finance and general business skills that 
you’ll use throughout your career. All of our accounting courses 

are accredited by major UK accounting institutes, placing  
our graduates a step closer to professional qualification.  
Your eligibility for exemptions from many of their exams  

means you’ll be professionally qualified sooner than most.

Each of our accounting programmes  
is fully accredited, so you won’t need 
to sit so many professional exams. 

Our undergraduate Financial Services 
programme – which is unique among 
Scottish universities – was developed 
with input from Scotland’s leading 
financial institutions.

Our lecturers have a background  
in accountancy or financial services, 
giving you the benefit of their  
proven expertise on top of the 
academic theory.

ACCOUNTING 
& FINANCE

Edinburgh Napier 
is the only Scottish 
university to offer 
an undergraduate 
degree in financial 
services.
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Students on our Financial Services programme 
have the option to complete a 24-week work 
placement in year three. It’s the ideal way  
to glean real insight into the industry and 
ensure that you are work-ready.

COVER EVERY ANGLE
At Edinburgh Napier, we focus on preparing you for the modern 
business world. Our lecturers know what skills you need to build 
a career in accountancy and financial services today because 
it’s something they’ve done themselves. You will go far beyond 
what’s in the textbooks to look at accounting techniques and 
policies in a very broad range of areas. Law, economics and  
other related fields will also get a look-in. And you’ll get  
hands-on experience of using IT systems and software relevant  
to your future career.

ABOUT YOU
Set on a top-flight career as an accountant? Or working for a world-leading 
investment company? It goes without saying that you should be handy with 
numbers – but you’ll need other skills besides. Analytical, and with excellent 
attention to detail, you should also be business savvy or at least keen to broaden 
your business knowledge and skills. 

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-finance

FACILITIES
As an accountancy and finance student, 
you will spend all of your time at our 
Craiglockhart Campus. This leafy setting 
features facilities including 200 and  
400-seat lecture theatres, and language 
and multimedia labs. 

Have a brilliant business idea bubbling 
away? Then Bright Red Triangle is for you. 
Our business incubator supports innovation 
and enterprise – among students, staff and 
graduates, local businesses and community 
organisations. Tap into your entrepreneurial 
spirit and access free business advice, 
mentoring, facilities and events via this 
one-stop shop.

COURSES 
BA (Hons) Accounting 
Accounting goes far beyond totting up profit 
and loss. This accredited course will hone your 
financial and business acumen as well as your 
accounting skills. Get ready to cover accounting 
techniques and policies spanning everything 
from auditing and tax to management 
accounting and corporate governance. You can 
also study the same programme part-time  
to fit around your job. 

BA (Hons) Accounting with Corporate Finance 
Develop your accounting, finance and other 
business skills while focusing on the field  
of corporate finance. This accredited joint 
degree course examines accounting techniques 
and policies to do with corporate finance 
and also tax, auditing, corporate governance, 
management accounting, corporate reporting 
and statistics.

BA (Hons) Accounting with Law 
Get to grips with the complex laws relating 
to accounting practice. On this accredited 
joint degree course, you’ll acquire a broad 
range of skills in accounting, finance, law and 
general business. You will focus on accounting 
techniques and policies relating to areas 
ranging from corporate finance and corporate 
reporting to auditing and tax.

BA (Hons) Financial Services
This course has been designed to meet 
the staffing needs of the financial services 
industry, following consultation with Scotland’s 
leading financial institutions. It is the only 
honours degree course in Scotland to cover 
this specialist subject area. Guest speakers 
from government and from the corporate 
and financial worlds add even more to this 
engaging course.

 Vebjorn and Fredrik from   
 Norway are studying Business 
 Management and Finance. 
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BRING IT TOGETHER
“The most amazing thing about Edinburgh Napier University are the 
campuses. They are all a marvel but I think I love Craiglockhart the 
most. It has a lounge and a cafeteria – they are the perfect hangout 
spots after class. The Students’ Association offers many activities so 
if you are a sports enthusiast, a writer or a designer, check them out. 
They have something for everyone!”

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Nidhi Mehta 
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Personal Banker
Investment Banker 
Independent  
Financial Adviser 
Fund Manager 
Stockbroker 
Tax Adviser 
Management  
Consultant 
Actuarial Analyst 
Finance Manager 
Compliance  
Consultant
Accountant 
Consultant 
Company Secretary 
Business Analyst 
Business Adviser 
Management  
Accountant 

Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.

CAREERS
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
ACCOUNTING 
WITH CORPORATE 
FINANCE
UCAS: N4N3

BA (HONS) 
ACCOUNTING  
WITH LAW 
UCAS: N4M1

BA (HONS) 
ACCOUNTING 
UCAS: N400

BA (HONS) 
FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 
UCAS: N340

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC plus National 5 
Maths and English at 
Grade C

BBBC plus National 5 
Maths and English at 
Grade C

BBBC plus National 5 
Maths and English at 
Grade C

BBBC plus National 5 
Maths and English at 
Grade C

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC plus GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

CCC plus GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

CCC plus GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

CCC plus GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

YEAR 1 
HNC/D 
REQUIREMENTS 

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Accounting with 
Grade A in the graded unit

HNC – Accounting with 
Grade A in the graded unit

HNC – Accounting with 
Grade A in the graded unit

HNC – Financial Services 
with Grade B in the 
graded unit, Business 
with Grade A in the 
graded unit

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Accounting with 
grades B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

HND – Accounting with 
grades B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

HND – Accounting with 
grades B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

HND – Business or 
Financial Services with 
Grade B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years (FT) 
6 years (PT)

4 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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YOUR BEST 
INVESTMENT

 360 DEGREE VIEW. 

Want to crack the business world? Then set yourself  
up with a degree that can really take you places. It doesn’t  

matter whether you’re looking for a flying start to your  
career or to venture out on your own. Either way, studying any  

one of our business and management programmes will give  
you an excellent grounding for what’s ahead. In fact, choosing  

to study at Edinburgh Napier could be a career-defining moment.

Our on-campus business and 
management courses are flexible,  
so you can focus on the specialist areas 
that inspire you and select the relevant 
modules to pursue a joint degree.

You’ll be exposed to a wide variety of 
business disciplines which means you’ll 
be able to work in a broad range of sectors. 

Bright Red Triangle, our business 
incubator that’s helped hundreds  
of business start ups will help you get 
your business idea off the ground. 

94% of students who 
graduated from our 
Business Studies course 
are either working or  
have gone on to further 
study within 6 months  
of graduating.
(HESA 2015/16)

BUSINESS & 
MANAGEMENT

 The atrium area at  
 Craiglockhart campus. 
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Several of our courses include a one-year 
industry placement in year three. Our Business 
School Placement team support our students  
to apply for placements  and work with 
businesses to develop placement opportunities. 

Our International Business Management  
courses offer you the option to study abroad  
for a year. It’s an exciting opportunity to live  
in another country and gain further insight into 
what it takes to do business across borders.

GLOBAL OUTLOOK
Business doesn’t stand still. So we aim to develop confident students who can 
meet today’s needs and continue to adapt in response to tomorrow’s demands. 
Course design, study abroad options and the insights of our multicultural 
student community support a global outlook on business. Courses with 
specialist routes, such as entrepreneurship, can help you to get where you 
want to go faster. Already on your way? Would-be entrepreneurs can access 
free business advice, mentoring and facilities on offer at Bright Red Triangle.

ABOUT YOU
You’re focused, know what you want and are happy to work hard to achieve it. Getting ahead  
in business requires determination – especially if you want to make it as an entrepreneur.  
Good analytical skills are a must and you probably have a head for numbers. For our specialist 
route with languages, you should have proven ability in your chosen language. Have you clicked?  

Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-businessCOURSES 
BA (Hons) Business Management
Discover the skills you need to manage, develop 
and grow an organisation. This course explores 
organisational structures and strategies that 
businesses adopt to respond to the effects  
of key external drivers.

BA (Hons) Business Management with  
Entrepreneurship
Explore a broad range of academic theory on 
business management and the latest applied 
thinking in entrepreneurship. This course sets 
you up for various careers with all sizes  
of employer – or to start your own venture.

BA (Hons) Business Management with  
Human Resource Management
Are you a people person? Human  
Resource Management specialists add value  
to organisations by employing, engaging  
and developing people effectively. On this 
specialist route, you will build Human Resource 
Management skills on top of a broad base  
of business knowledge. 

BA (Hons) Business Management  
with Marketing 
Develop broad business expertise plus strategic 
marketing skills on this course. You will also 
hone your creative side – innovation is key  
to being successful in business today. An industry 
placement lets you apply your knowledge. 

BA (Hons) International Business Management 
Planning a career in international business?  
To succeed, you’ll need a combination 
of general business skills and specialist 
knowledge of the global marketplace –  
which is exactly what this course offers.

BA (Hons) International Business  
Management with Languages
Gain a strong foundation in business 
management and develop your language skills. 
This course has a very practical focus, so you’ll 
learn the art of negotiation and report writing 
in your chosen language. 

BA (Hons) Business Studies Sandwich
Learn about the internal functions and 
structures of business organisations and the 
external drivers that affect them. Then gain 
invaluable real world experience on a one-year 
placement in year three. 

BA (Hons) Business Studies with  
Entrepreneurship Sandwich
Aiming to strike out on your own? This route 
gives you great insight into all aspects of 
business. By specialising in entrepreneurship, 
you’ll also hone the skills you will need to start 
up and grow your own business. 

BA (Hons) Business Studies with  
Finance Sandwich
Build a broad understanding of business and 
finance – both in the UK and internationally – 
and develop first-rate analytical skills.  
This course also lets you put theory into 
practice with a one-year industry placement.

BA (Hons) Business Studies  
with Human Resource  
Management Sandwich
Successful businesses depend on engaged 
employees – and people who can manage 
and motivate staff. On this route, learn about 
organisational structure and management  
as well as Human Resource Management  
and how it fits into the picture.

BA (Hons) Business Studies with Marketing  
Management Sandwich
Marketing skills are much sought after,  
as all businesses must make customers  
aware of their offer. Study a dynamic  
blend of business and marketing on this  
course and test out your marketing skills  
on a one-year placement.

BA Business & Enterprise
Our Business & Enterprise course allows 
students to study for a Top-up degree, building 
on existing qualifications and experience.  
You only need to visit campus one day a month 
for a calendar year and all assessments are 
course work – there are no exams.

BA (Hons) Business & Enterprise in Sport 
See page 66 for more information.

FACILITIES
The Business School is situated on our 
Craiglockhart Campus. Besides first-rate 
facilities in its own right, it is also home  
to Bright Red Triangle. Our business incubator 
supports innovation and enterprise – 
among students, staff and graduates, local 
businesses and community organisations. If 
you have a great idea you want to get up and 
running, make it your first stop. 

Bright Red Triangle aims to add to your 
student experience, giving you a chance  
to nurture your entrepreneurial spirit in 
your own time. We can connect you with 
enterprise start-up activities, business 
support and consultancy services, and 
social innovation projects. Bright Red 
Ventures also offers business events and 
programmes that you can take up. 

We also offer a BA Business 
Management Global Online top-up 
course which is particularly aimed  
at those who already have a broad  
business-related HND, associate 
degree or equivalent. As well as  
the BA Business Management,  
there are also various specialisms:  
BA Business Management with 
Human Resource Management; BA 
Business Management with Finance; 
BA Business Management with 
Marketing; BA Business & Enterprise.

Visit napier.ac.uk/ug-online for more 
information.
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BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
“I love hiking in the mountains so I chose to go to Scotland because of 
the Highlands. I narrowed it down to Edinburgh as it is a big city with 
half a million people while at the same time it is close to the silence 
of nature. I wanted to go to a university that is focused on preparing 
students for an ever changing job market. Of the universities I could 
have chosen, I decided for Edinburgh Napier University and Business 
Management as my course.”

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Kristoffer Andersen 
CAREERS

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Graduate Training 
Scheme
Commercial Officer
Business Entrepreneur
Human Resources  
Adviser
Recruitment  
Consultant
Pensions Adviser
Accountant
Fraud Adviser
Pensions Consultant
Fund Accountant
Management  
Consultant
Project Manager
Business Adviser
Risk Manager
Financial Consultant 
International  
Marketing Manager

Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll 
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS STUDIES 
SW 
UCAS: N100

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS 
STUDIES WITH 
WITH ENTREPRE-
NEURSHIP SW 

UCAS: N223

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS STUDIES 
WITH FINANCE SW
UCAS: N1N3

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS STUDIES 
WITH HUMAN 
RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT SW 
UCAS: N600

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

BBBC National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

BBBC National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

BBBC National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

CCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

CCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

CCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade B in Admin 
and IT, Business,  
or Management 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Grade B in 
Business, Management, 
or Marketing 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Grade B in 
Business, Management, 
or Finance
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Grade B in 
Admin and IT, Business, 
or Human Resource 
Management 
SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC
A Level – BBB

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 4 years

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS STUDIES 
WITH MARKETING 
MANAGEMENT SW 
UCAS: N1N5

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH ENTREPRE-
NEURSHIP 
UCAS: N2N1

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH HUMAN 
RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT 
UCAS: N2NP

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH MARKETING 
UCAS: N2N5

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

BBBB National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

BBBB National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

BBBB National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

BCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

BCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

BCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade B in 
Business, Management, 
or Marketing 
SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Grade B in the 
graded unit in relevant 
subject
SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Grade B in Human 
Resource Management or 
Business 
SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Grade B in 
Marketing or Business 
SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC
A Level – BBB

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

HND – Grade B in the 
graded units in a related 
subject at SCQF Level 8

HND – in Marketing, 
Business with Grade B in 
Marketing, Business with 
at SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 4 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT 
UCAS: N1R2

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT & 
LANGUAGE 
UCAS: N1R9

BA (HONS) 
BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT 
UCAS: N200

BA BUSINESS  
& ENTERPRISE 
 

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

BBBC including Grade 
B in the language to be 
studied and National 5 
Maths and English at 
Grade C

BBBB National 5 Maths 
and English at Grade C

N/A

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

CCC Grade C in the 
language to be studied 
and GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

BCC GCSE Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

N/A

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade B in the 
graded unit in relevant 
subject*
SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC
A Level – BBB

N/A HNC – Grade B in the 
graded unit in relevant 
subject*
SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC
A Level – BBB

N/A

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A HND – Grade B at 
SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units in Business 
Management, Admin 
& IT, Business, Human 
Resource Management, 
Marketing 

This course is delivered 
either by distance learning, 
which requires some 
attendance on campus 
or via our Global Online 
which means it can be 
studied flexibly and from 
anywhere. For entry 
requirements and detailed 
information on the Global 
Online route head to napier.
ac.uk/UG-online or for the 
distance learning route 
email ugadmissions@
napier.ac.uk

OTHER This course can be 
studied at Edinburgh 
Napier University or at 
West Lothian College

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Global Online 
Distance learning

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Online (and Craiglockhart 
for distance learning route)

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years (FT) 
6 years (PT)

12-24 months

BA BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT 
(TOP UP) (VARIOUS 
SPECIALISMS) 

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

N/A

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

N/A

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

This course is part of 
our Global Online suite, 
which means it can be 
studied flexibly and from 
anywhere. For entry 
requirements and detailed 
information, head to 
napier.ac.uk/UG-online

OTHER This course can be 
studied with various 
specialisms: Finance, 
Human Resource 
Management, and 
Marketing

MODE OF STUDY Global Online

LOCATION Online

DURATION 12-24 months

*    Relevant subjects include: Business Management, Business Management with Entrepreneurship, International 
Business Management, Admin & IT, Business, Human Resource Management,Management (not Retail), Marketing

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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THINK 
AHEAD
LET’S MAKE OUR CASE. 

A Scots law degree is not only the first step towards  
qualifying as a solicitor in Scotland but is also an excellent 

springboard to many other careers.

Fully accredited by the Law Society 
of Scotland, this course gives you 
a broad foundation in the law of 
Scotland and enables you to seek 
qualification as a solicitor.

You can apply to join the student-run 
law clinic where you will have the 
chance to advise real life clients.  
The clinic is supported by local law firms. 

Our lecturers have a wide range  
of experience and the majority  
have practised law as a solicitor  
or advocate.

LAW 95% of our students  
go on to work or further 
study within six months  
of graduating. 
(HESA 2015/16)

Outside Edinburgh High Court  
at Parliament Square.

LAW
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FACILITIES
Our courses are delivered at the attractive 
and modern Craiglockhart campus.  
The campus features a range of high 
quality teaching rooms. It is also where 
the law clinic is located. The clinic has been 
supported by the Faculty of Advocates, 
Anderson Strathern, Shepherd Wedderburn 
and other law firms. In April 2017, it 
received funding from the Access to Justice 
Foundation. It is run by students and offers 
a range of opportunities to undergraduates 
and helps them gain experience in advising 
clients. Recently the clinic partnered with 
Penicuik Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB)  
to provide advice to its users. 

A WELCOMING ENVIRONMENT
The aim in our small and friendly department is to develop your 
knowledge and skills in a cooperative environment with high 
standards of pastoral care. 95% of our students go on to work or 
further study within six months of graduating. (HESA 2015/16). 
Former students are employed at some of Scotland’s leading  
law firms and other organisations including the Crown Office and 
Procurator Fiscal Service. Our students have also pursued  
a range of other career options.

ABOUT YOU
Interested in Scots law and want to learn from people who have worked in the 
profession and/or are involved in valuable legal research? Our courses teach  
you about the foundations of Scots law and simulate aspects of legal practice.  
They also give you access to our student-run law clinic.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-law

COURSES 
LLB (Hons)
This course gives you a broad foundation in the law of Scotland and enables  
you to take a range of law and non-law options. Over the course of the  
first three years, you’ll study all of the subjects required by the Law Society  
of Scotland to enable you to seek qualification as a solicitor. If you proceed  
to the fourth year, you will be able to explore an area in depth by undertaking 
a major research project (dissertation) and four options.

LLB Graduate Entry
This accelerated course leading to an Ordinary degree gives you a broad  
foundation in the law of Scotland. Over the course of two years, you’ll study  
all the subjects specified by the Law Society of Scotland to enable you  
to seek qualification as a solicitor. In the second year you will also be able  
to take two options. 

 Chancellor Talk with Lord Advocate   
 James Wolffe QC. 
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CAREERS
Completion of the LLB 
(Ordinary or Honours) is stage 
one of qualifying as a solicitor 
in Scotland. 

Stage two is the Diploma  
in Legal Practice (DLP also 
known as Professional 
Education and Training Stage 
1 or PEAT 1) currently offered 
by six universities in Scotland. 

Places on the DLP are 
allocated according to marks 
achieved in compulsory 
modules, taken in years 1-3 
of our LLB. The DLP is a 
vocationally orientated course 
designed to prepare students 
for Stage 3 (PEAT 2, also 
known as the traineeship). 

Please remember that law  
is a competitive profession  
and completion of the DLP is 
no guarantee of a traineeship. 

Many Law students choose  
not to enter the legal 
profession, but use their LLB 
as a stepping-stone into other 
careers, for example:

• Banking  
• Financial Institutions  
• Civil Service 

Some go on to further study  
or go into business. 

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Solicitor 
Barrister’s Clerk 
Patent Lawyer 
Trading Standards  
Officer 
Tax Lawyer
Management Consultant 
Legal Editor 
Corporate Lawyer 
Data Protection  
Manager 
Compliance Officer 
Company Secretary 
Conveyancing Solicitor 
Advocate 
Loss Adjuster 
Sheriff 
Queen’s Counsel 
Commercial  
Property Lawyer

JOIN THE NETWORK
“I love Edinburgh, so Edinburgh Napier University was an obvious choice 
when making my decision on where to study. The campuses are great and 
have good facilities. The staff are extremely supportive, they always check 
in with you. We even got support in CV writing, which was great. We have  
a great community feel on the Law degrees at Edinburgh Napier University, 
there is the Student Law Society and we even have an annual black tie ball.” 

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Chris Enderby

LAW
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

LLB  
(HONS) 
UCAS: M114

LLB GRADUATE 
ENTRY
UCAS: M100

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

ABBB including one of: 
English, Latin, History, 
Law, Philosophy,  
Modern Studies 
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

N/A

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including one of: 
English, Latin, History, 
Law, Philosophy, Modern 
Studies
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

N/A

YEAR 1 
HNC/D 
REQUIREMENTS 

HNC in Legal Services 
with a Grade A in the 
graded unit
HND in Legal Services 
with Grades BB at SCQF 
Level 8 in the  
graded units
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C/4

N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A Ordinary/Honours degree 

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A

OTHER N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 2 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information. Business School students working in Merchiston library.
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MARKETING  
& SALES

Our Marketing with 
Digital Media course 
puts theory into 
practice, by truly 
combining marketing 
theory with 
sophisticated digital 
media and IT skills.

HAVE  
IMPACT

HELPING YOUR CAREER GO VIRAL. 

Trends, tastes and technology are always changing and marketing 
has to adapt to keep up. Our course keeps things contemporary  

by giving you access to people who currently work in the industry, 
but also backing this up with the theory that will help you to thrive. 

You will gain both the business and creative skills you need for  
a career in this exciting, diverse and rewarding sector. With work 

placements and the option to study abroad you will be well 
networked and work-ready when you graduate.

We work with our computing 
colleagues to ensure you are being 
taught by the experts for the digital 
media side of your course.

All our tutors have worked in the 
marketing industry so what you  
learn is practical and theoretical.

Lecturers are keen advocates  
of digital media and it is embedded 
in the course, with live social media 
accounts being used for lecturer/
student communications.

Speed selling 4th European Sales  
Competition at Craiglockhart.
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Nothing accelerates learning like working  
on real live briefs in a workplace setting.  
That’s why placements are a vital part  
of these courses. We give you the opportunity  
to undertake a 24 week work placement during 
trimester 2 of your third year. But we don’t  
stop there. You can also study abroad  
through Erasmus and International Student 
Exchange Programmes.

FACILITIES
You will study marketing in our vibrant  
and stunning Craiglockhart Campus.  
This amazing venue blends ancient and new 
in much the same way our courses merge 
traditional marketing with cutting-edge 
digital technologies. The gleaming metallic 
400 seat lecture hall sits at the foot  
of a beautiful rocky crag. There’s space  
for quiet contemplation and inspiration for 
creative thinking and plenty of computing 
facilities too.

SHOUT IT OUT LOUD
You will be taught by industry experienced, research-led staff 
along with guest speakers from a diverse range of industry sectors. 
Marketing is about clever communication, and this course shows you 
how to make use of new technologies to reach as many customers 
as possible. It also builds strong leadership and project management 
skills. You’ll explore different aspects of marketing from digital media 
to brand management and international marketing. And you will 
benefit from our strong links with business.

ABOUT YOU
Are you creative and practical? Do you like getting results and can you use your 
initiative to solve complex business challenges? Do you love social media? With skills  
in these areas, our marketing courses could be right for you. The courses combine 
marketing theory with practical coursework to help develop your skills.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-marketing

COURSES 
BA (Hons) Marketing Management
The course blends marketing theory with a large practical element. You will gain  
an excellent understanding of brand management, international marketing  
and marketing ethics as well as the knowledge of cutting edge developments  
in the marketing industry including digital media.

BA (Hons) Marketing with Digital Media
Combining traditional marketing and digital media, this degree prepares you  
for the fast-paced and ever-changing world of the 21st century. You will learn  
how digital technology can be used by commercial and not-for-profit sectors  
and prepare for a career in this developing area. The Digital Media side of the  
course is taught by the School of Computing and focuses on areas such  
as visual design, web development, video and human computer interaction.

We also have a BA Sales Management Global Online top-up course aimed at  
those who wish to develop their knowledge and understanding of selling and  
sales management and stimulate ongoing sales career progression. 

Visit napier.ac.uk/ug-online for more information.  Norwegian Marketing student Anders  
 in the cafe at Craiglockhart. 
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CAREERS
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Social Media  
Manager
Media Buyer 
Advertising Director 
Business  
Development Manager 
Store Manager 
Sponsorship Manager
Head of Sales 
Brand Ambassdor
Recruitment  
Consultant
Market Researcher
Copy Writer 
Corporate Social  
Responsibilty Adviser
International  
Marketing Manager 
Experiential Marketing 
Consultant 
Pay Per Click Adviser 

OPENING DOORS

“I chose Edinburgh Napier University because of its excellent reputation 
in employability skills and industry-based opportunities.”

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Alessandro Feri
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll  
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
MARKETING 
MANAGEMENT 
UCAS: N500

BA (HONS) 
MARKETING WITH 
DIGITAL MEDIA
UCAS: N5P3

BA SALES 
MANAGEMENT 
(TOP UP) 

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

N/A

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC    
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

CCC    
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

N/A

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Marketing, 
Business, Advertising & 
PR with Grade B in the 
graded unit
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Marketing, 
Business, Advertising & 
PR with Grade B in the 
graded unit
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

N/A

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Marketing, 
Business, or Advertising & 
PR with Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units

HND – Marketing, 
Business, or Advertising & 
PR with Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units

This course is part of 
our Global Online suite, 
which means it can be 
studied flexibly and from 
anywhere. For entry 
requirements and detailed 
information, head to 
napier.ac.uk/UG-online

OTHER N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Global Online

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart & 
Merchiston

Online

DURATION 4 years 4 years 12-24 months

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

Looking out over the glorious Edinburgh 
skyline from Calton Hill.
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BE  
SPECTACULAR

A BRILLIANT OPPORTUNITY. 

Where better to study tourism, or festival and events than  
the Festival City itself? Edinburgh Napier University offers one  

of the most respected tourism courses in Scotland and has strong  
links to this vibrant and diverse industry.

Our events courses help you  
develop practical event production 
experience, as well as a broad range  
of management skills.

You’ll study in a world-famous tourist 
destination and Visiting Professors 
include Directors from key Edinburgh 
Festival and Fringe events.

We’ve been teaching tourism for 25 
years which means our courses are 
constantly evolving to meet the  
needs of this ever-changing industry.

TOURISM, 
HOSPITALITY, 

FESTIVAL & EVENTS 
MANAGEMENT 

Over 95% of our 
graduates are  
in work or further 
study six months 
after graduating.
(HESA 2015/16)Street performer  

on the Royal Mile  
during the Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe.
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COURSES
BA (Hons) International  
Tourism Management
This course covers practically every aspect  
of international tourism management, from 
formulating policy and planning, to finances 
and visitor attraction management.

You can also study this course as a joint 
honours as follows: 

BA (Hons) International Tourism  
& Airline Management
BA (Hons) International Tourism  
& Marketing Management
BA (Hons) International Tourism  
Management with Language

BA (Hons) International  
Hospitality Management
Develop your skills in the design, delivery  
and management of food, beverage and  
accommodation to top industry standards.

You can also study this course as a joint 
honours as follows: 

BA (Hons) International Hospitality  
Management & Tourism
BA (Hons) International Hospitality 
Management & Marketing
BA (Hons) International Hospitality  
& Service Management
BA (Hons) International Hospitality  
Management with Language
BA (Hons) International Hospitality  
Management and Festival & Events 

BA (Hons) International Festival  
& Event Management
This course will teach you how to plan, design, 
market, operate and develop events, as well as 
how these can be used to help local economies 
and communities.

You can also study this course as joint honours 
as follows: 

BA (Hons) International Festival & Event 
Management with Tourism
BA (Hons) International Festival & Event 
Management with Marketing
BA (Hons) International Festival & Event 
Management with Language
BA (Hons) International Festival & Event 
Management with Entrepreneurship 

BA (Hons) Languages &  
Intercultural Communication
Study French, German, Spanish, English  
as a Foreign Language, Chinese culture and 
Mandarin and gain intercultural business skills 
that will prepare you for business in the global 
environment. Includes studying abroad. 

You can also study this course as a joint 
honours as follows: 

BA (Hons) Languages & Intercultural  
Communication with Tourism Management
BA (Hons) Languages & Intercultural  
Communication with Marketing  
Management

PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
You’re in the right place if you want real life, 
hands-on experience. Our strong links to the 
industry allow us to offer an optional 24 week 
work placement and we can arrange internships 
in all three of the subject areas: hospitality, 
tourism and festival & events. From Murrayfield 
Stadium to top hotels such as Crieff Hydro and 
from Edinburgh Castle to the airport, we can 
help you find summer placements that build 
your talents in real world situations. 

FACILITIES
Much as the hospitality industry relies on 
both historic attractions and 21st century 
luxuries, our stunning Craiglockhart 
Campus combines the ancient and modern 
beautifully. Almost a tourist destination 
in its own right the campus sits at the 
bottom of a craggy hill and offers fantastic 
facilities like a 400-seat lecture theatre 
and language and multimedia labs. It’s also 
home to our Innovation and Enterprise 
Centre and a real airline simulator. We’re 
currently using these facilities for research 
in the tourism sector that is already 
internationally recognised. 

BE AT THE HEART OF IT
We give you the option to choose either a single or joint honours degree. 
This allows you to build a programme that meets your interests and 
matches your aspirations. We pride ourselves on partnering with the 
wealth of industry experts right here on our doorstep and this will help 
you apply what you learn in a practical way. Our tourism, hospitality and 
events courses are accredited by The Institute of Hospitality and involve 
hands-on learning and some include an airline simulation experience 
and a high tech facilities management simulation game. This all ensures 
you will leave confident in your ability to deal with any event from 
planning through to delivery.

ABOUT YOU
Love meeting new people and making them feel welcome? Do you see yourself as the 
manager of a top hotel? Or do you fancy a career in airline management? Or being  
the event manager at the next high profile sports event? Whatever your dreams and  
goals our practical approach to applied learning and strong links to Edinburgh’s Festivals  
and tourism industry will give you excellent theoretical and practical skills to help you 
succeed in your chosen career. 

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-tourism

    XXX
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TIME FOR YOU

“I decided to come for a visit and see Edinburgh for the first time.  
I loved the city from the moment I arrived. I went out to the 
Craiglockhart Campus to meet with my future Programme Leader  
and he spent an hour chatting to me about the course and the  
university. That’s when it was cemented for me and I knew I would  
be a future Edinburgh Napier student!”

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Ciara O’Donnell
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Festival Director 
Head of Programming
Ticketing Manager
Theme Park Manager
Conference Centre 
Manager
Events Officer
Visitor Experience  
Consultant
Hotel Manager
Airport Manager
Volunteer Co-ordinator
Tourism Development 
Officer
Restaurant Manager
Airline Operations  
Manager
Marketing Manager
Concert Promoter

CAREERS
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our students 
into great careers since we  
first opened our doors in 1964.  
And there’s certainly plenty  
of exciting opportunities for 
you after you leave. 

Here’s some we already know 
about, but the future will be  
full of new jobs, industries  
and opportunities. So be ready  
to keep learning, working hard 
and being flexible. You’ll be 
equipped with heaps of 
transferable skills so your 
future is very bright. 

Previous graduates have 
worked at London 2012 
Olympics, Glasgow 2014 
Commonwealth Games and 
the Baku European Games.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL & EVENT 
MANAGEMENT 
UCAS: N820

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL & EVENT 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH LANGUAGE 
UCAS: N8R8

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL & EVENT 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH MARKETING
UCAS: NN85

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL & EVENT 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH TOURISM
UCAS: N891

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBB including Grade B 
in language to be studied
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBB
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBB
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

BCC including Grade C in 
language to be studied
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

BCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

BCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

YEAR 1  
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Events or Events 
Management with Grade 
B in the graded unit
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

No HN route HNC – Events or Events 
Management with Grade 
B in the graded unit
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Events or Events 
Management with Grade 
B in the graded unit
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Events or Events 
Management with Grade 
B at SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units

N/A HND – Events or Events 
Management with Grade 
B at SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units

HND – Events or Events 
Management with Grade 
B at SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 4 years

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL &  
EVENT 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH ENTREPRE-
NEURSHIP 
UCAS: N8N1

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
TOURISM 
& AIRLINE 
MANAGEMENT
UCAS: N893

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
TOURISM & 
MARKETING 
MANAGEMENT 
UCAS: NN58

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
TOURISM 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH LANGUAGE
UCAS: N8R9

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC including Grade B 
in the language to  
be studied
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

CCC with Grade C in 
language to be studied
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

YEAR 1  
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Events or Events 
Management with Grade 
B in the graded unit
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Tourism or Travel 
& Tourism with Grade B in 
the graded unit
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Tourism or Travel 
& Tourism with Grade B in 
the graded unit
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
 Level – BBB

N/A

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Events or Events 
Management with Grade 
B at SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units

HND – Tourism or Travel 
and Tourism with Grade 
B at SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units

HND – Tourism or Travel 
and Tourism with Grade 
B at SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units

No entry available

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 4 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
TOURISM 
MANAGEMENT 
UCAS: N800

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT 

UCAS: N220

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT & 
TOURISM 
UCAS: N892

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT & 
MARKETING
UCAS: NN52

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

YEAR 1  
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Hospitality with 
Grade B in the graded unit 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB

HNC – Hospitality with 
Grade B in the graded unit 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC and Basic 
Food Hygiene Certificate
A Level – BBB and Basic 
Food Hygiene Certificate

HNC – Hospitality with 
Grade B in the graded unit 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC and Basic 
Food Hygiene Certificate
A Level – BBB and Basic 
Food Hygiene Certificate

HNC – Hospitality with 
Grade B in the graded unit 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC and Basic 
Food Hygiene Certificate
A Level – BBB and Basic 
Food Hygiene Certificate

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Hospitality with 
Grade B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

HND – Hospitality with 
Grade B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

HND – Hospitality with 
Grade B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

HND – Hospitality with 
Grade B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

OTHER Can be studied at 
Edinburgh Napier 
University or at City  
of Glasgow College

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 4 years

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT 
& FESTIVAL AND 
EVENT 
UCAS: NN88

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOSPITALITY 
& SERVICE 
MANAGEMENT
UCAS: N894

BA (HONS) 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOSPITALITY 
MANAGEMENT 
WITH LANGUAGE 
UCAS: N8RV

BA (HONS) 
LANGUAGES & 
INTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNICATION
UCAS: RP89

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

N/A BBBC including Grade B 
in language to be studied
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC including Grade B 
in the language to  
be studied 
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
at Grade C/4

N/A CCC with Grade C in 
language to be studied
GCSE Maths and English 
at grade C/4

CCC with Grade C in 
language to be studied
GCSE Maths and English 
at grade C/4

YEAR 1  
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Hospitality with 
Grade B in the graded 
units 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC and Basic 
Food Hygiene Certificate
A Level – BBB and Basic 
Food Hygiene Certificate

N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 3 ENTRY 
CRITERIA

HND – Hospitality with 
Grade B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

HND – Hospitality with 
Grade B at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

No entry available No entry available

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 4 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BA (HONS) 
LANGUAGES & 
INTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNICATION 
WITH TOURISM 
MANAGEMENT
UCAS: RP88

BA (HONS) 
LANGUAGES & 
INTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNICATION 
WITH MARKETING 
MANAGEMENT 

UCAS: RP90

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC including Grade B  
in the language to  
be studied 
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

BBBC including Grade B  
in the language to  
be studied 
National 5 Maths and 
English at Grade C

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC with Grade C in 
language to be studied
GCSE Maths and English 
at grade C/4

CCC with Grade C in 
language to be studied
GCSE Maths and English 
at grade C/4

YEAR 1  
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

No entry available No entry available

OTHER N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Craiglockhart Craiglockhart

DURATION 4 years 4 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

 Street performer on the Royal Mile during 
 the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. 
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ACCESS ALL 
AREAS

MORE THAN CODE. 

Computing is a field as vast as it is versatile, and you may 
already know what you want to focus on. Our diverse degree 

programmes mean that you can identify a specialist area right 
from the start – ranging from cyber security and digital forensics 
to software engineering and games development or computing 

science, digital media, sound design and creative computing. 
You’ll be taught by professors who are industry experts.  

Among them are specialists who literally wrote the book on certain 
aspects of cybercrime and groundbreaking online security. 

We pride ourselves on our one  
year paid work placement and  
study abroad options. 

93% of our Computer Science 
graduates are in professional 
employment six months after 
graduating. (HESA 2015/16).

Work with us on innovative research 
and design initiatives, such as our 
Evolutionary Swarm Robotics project.

COMPUTING Our courses are 
accredited by leading 
names such as the 
British Computer 
Society and  
Creative Skillset.

The Sensorium, a user experience lab  
at our Merchiston campus.
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Gain first-hand industry experience before you 
graduate. For example, our year three students 
can opt for a one-year supervised paid work 
placement with a relevant organisation.  
We believe it’s a brilliant way for you to improve 
your employability and prepare for life after 
university. It’s why the School of Computing 
actively invests in developing employment 
opportunities for students.

ENGINEER THE FUTURE
Computers shape our world. Study with us and you can engineer your own 
future – and perhaps everyone else’s too. Keep your options wide open with  
a general programme that can give you broad academic and practical skills  
for a rewarding career in the computing industry. Already know you want  
to stop hackers in their tracks, or design sound for movie special effects?  
We have specialist degree programmes to help with that too.

ABOUT YOU
Problem solving with a purpose is your thing. For any of our computing programmes,  
you must be interested in technology and how technology can improve lives. If your chosen 
programme has a design or media focus, you’ll also need to have creative skills and a good  
head for project management. 

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-computing

FACILITIES
Get your hands on some quality technical 
kit. Our School of Computing has some 
of the most impressive computing lab 
facilities of any UK university. Games 
development has a dedicated lab with 
high-spec PCs, PS3 development kits and 
NVIDIA-enhanced machines. We offer not 
one but two specialist digital media labs. 
Plus there’s a visual effects lab in which 
to invent new worlds. Students who cover 
User Experience as part of their course 
have access to the Sensorium, a high spec 
UX Lab including Eye tracking and Facial 
Expression analysis software. 

Other specialist labs focus on Cisco 
networking, general networking and 
embedded systems for Linux, security and 
forensics, and embedded systems. We also 
have a brand new Software Engineering  
and Games Lab. 

COURSES 
BEng/BEng (Hons) Computer Systems  
& Networks  
Gain the knowledge and skills required  
to design, develop and maintain networked 
hardware and software. This programme  
has a high employability focus and covers  
the broad area of computer systems.

BSc/BSc (Hons) Creative Computing 
In the future, developers will not only build 
technology, but also be fluent in design and 
interaction. This course gives you the tools  
to both design and develop rich user experiences – 
from a mobile app to a wearable device.

BSc/BSc (Hons) Sound Design 
Film, TV, gaming and theatre rely on special 
sound effects to bring stories to life.  
This course will teach you the technical  
knowledge and skills needed to succeed  
as a sound designer in these fields and  
more besides. 

BSc/BSc (Hons) Digital Media  
& Interaction Design 
Lead the next wave of innovation in interactive 
applications and screen based media. This course 
equips you with the skills to break new ground 
in digital media and interaction design.

BSc/BSc (Hons) Digital Media & Interaction 
Design Global
A popular choice for students, this course  
has the same elements of Digital Media &  
Interaction Design but incorporates a compulsory 
study abroad in Year 3. This course has been 
developed for the new media professional ready 
to work in a global industry. 

BSc/BSc (Hons) Web Design & Development 
Creating an effective web presence calls for  
a growing range of skills. This comprehensive 
web applications and interaction design course 
explores web technologies, user experience, 
digital business environments and more.

BSc/BSc (Hons) Computing Science 
Computing Science is becoming increasingly 
influential in our working and social lives.  
In this course you will gain skills in artificial 
intelligence, mathematics, database systems, 
computer systems, and software engineering. 
You will be taught by staff who are  
internationally recognised in fields such  
as artificial immune systems, evolutionary 
algorithms and optimisation.

BEng/BEng (Hons) Cyber Security & Forensics
Gain the know-how and practical skills  
to analyse and create effective and secure 
computer systems. Accredited by the British 
Computing Society, this course offers study 
abroad and industry placement options.

BEng/BEng (Hons) Computing
Edinburgh Napier specialises in artificial  
intelligence, data science, evolutionary  
computation and software engineering.  
So this course is taught by world-leading  
scientists in these pioneering fields.

BSc/BSc (Hons) Business  
Information Technology 
Learn how to design, develop and manage 
information technologies to support business 
needs and processes. You will take an exciting  
and dynamic blend of computing and 
management modules on this course. 

BSc/BSc (Hons) Games Development
Passionate about writing code and creating 
virtual worlds? Designed to meet the needs 
of the gaming industry, this course  
is accredited by both the British Computer 
Society and Creative Skillset.

BEng/BEng (Hons)/MEng  
Software Engineering 
Study the fundamentals of software  
engineering to prepare for a successful  
career in the IT industry. This course gives  
you skills in various software applications 
used in different organisational settings.
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CAREERS
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Software Developer
Cyber Security Analyst
Network Engineer
Front-end Engineer
Artificial Intelligence 
Specialist
Software Analyst
User Experience  
research, design  
and engineering
Digital Animator
VFX 
Game Designer  
and Developer
Web Designer  
and Developer
Digital Service Manager
Business Analyst
User Interface Designer
Sound Designer
Software Engineer

BE THE CHANGE
“I am aware that there are not a lot of women in many of the jobs  
that I want to do. To help change this I am working on a project  
which involves developing an app that will help teach girls how  
to code. I hope to make a difference by providing a tool that will give  
other girls like me the confidence they need to hopefully pursue  
their interest in areas of computing.”

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Ashley Healy 
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave. 

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll  
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BENG (HONS) 
COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS & 
NETWORKS 
UCAS: H602

BSC (HONS) 
CREATIVE 
COMPUTING
UCAS: I102

BSC (HONS) 
SOUND DESIGN 
UCAS: 5G7B

BSC (HONS) 
DIGITAL MEDIA 
& INTERACTION 
DESIGN
UCAS: G455

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC 
National 5 Grade C 
Maths and English 

BBBC including at 
least one of Maths, 
Computing, Science, 
Design, Art and Design 
National 5 Grade C 
Maths and English

BBBB including one of 
Art & Design, Drama, 
Media, Music Technology
National 5 Grade C in 
Maths and English

BBBC including at 
least one of Design, 
Art & Design, Music, 
Photography, Media or 
Graphic Communication 
National 5 Grade C 
Maths and English 

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4

GCSE A Level CCC 
including at least one 
of Maths, Computing, 
Science, Design,  
Art & Design 
GCSE English and Maths 
Grade C/4

GCSE A Level BBC 
including one of Art & 
Design, Fine Art, Music, 
Music Technology or 
Performing Arts plus 
GCSE English and Maths 
at Grade C

CCC including at least one 
of Design, Art & Design, 
Music, Photography, 
Media or Graphic 
Communication
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4 

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade B in related 
subject
SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC 
A Level – BBB 
BTEC Extended Diploma –  
DDD in a related subject 

HNC – Grade B in related 
subject with grade B
SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC including at least one 
of the following at Higher: 
Maths, Computing, 
Science, Design, Art & 
Design
A Level – BBB including 
at least one of the 
following: Maths, 
Computing, Science, 
Design, Art & Design 
BTEC Extended Diploma –  
DDD in a related subject

N/A N/A

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade B in the 
graded units in a related 
subject at SCQF Level 8

HND – Grade B in the 
graded units in a related 
subject at SCQF Level 8

HND – Grade A at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

N/A

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 4 years 4 years 4 years

BSC (HONS) 
WEB DESIGN & 
DEVELOPMENT 
UCAS: 7Y7X

BSC (HONS) 
COMPUTING 
SCIENCE
UCAS: I101

BENG (HONS) 
CYBER SECURITY  
& FORENSICS 
UCAS: GG56

BENG (HONS) 
COMPUTING
UCAS: G401

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC
National 5 Grade C 
Maths and English 

BBBB including Maths  
or Physics
National 5 Grade C 
Maths and English 

BBBB including a Science
National 5 Grade C in 
Maths and English

BBCC 
National 5 Grade C 
Maths and English 

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4

BCC including Maths  
or Physics
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4

BCC inlcuding one of 
Biology, Chemistry, 
Maths, Physics, 
Psychology, Computing, 
Engineering, Science
GCSE Grade C/4 in Maths 
and English

GCSE A-level CCC 
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade B in  
related subject 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC
A Level – BBB 
BTEC Extended  
Diploma – DDD in a 
related subject

HNC – Grade B in  
related subject plus 
Higher Maths
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC including 
Maths or Physics
A Level – BBB including 
Maths or Physics
BTEC Extended  
Diploma – DDD in a 
related subject

HNC – Computing Grade B 
in related subject 
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC including 
Science*
A Level – BBB and one of 
Biology, Chemistry, Maths, 
Physics, Psychology, 
Computing, Engineering, 
Science
BTEC Extended Diploma – 
DDD in a related subject

HNC – in related subject 
with Grade B
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC including  
Higher Computing 
A Level – BBB to  
include Computing 
BTEC Extended Diploma –  
DDD in a related subject 

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade B in related 
subject at SCQF Level 8

N/A HND – Grade BB in a 
related subject at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded unit 
to include the Forensics 
Fundamentals module

HND – Grade B in related 
subject at SCQF Level 8 
in the graded units

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 4 Years 4 years 4 Years

*    Science subjects are Biology, Chemistry, Computing, Engineering Science, IT, Digital Technology,  
Psychology, Maths, Physics

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BSC (HONS) 
GAMES 
DEVELOPMENT 
UCAS: G443

MENG SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING 
UCAS: G603

BENG (HONS) 
SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING 
UCAS: G600

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB including Maths 
National 5 Grade  
C English 

ABBB including Maths
National 5 Grade  
C in English

BBBB
National 5 Grade  
C Maths and English 

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC to include Maths
GCSE English Grade C/4

BCC including Maths
GCSE Grade C/4 
in English

BCC
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Grade B in related 
subject and Higher 
Maths at Grade B or 
equivalent
SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC to include Maths 
A Level – BBB  
to include Maths 
BTEC Extended Diploma 
– DDD in a related 
subject and A Level 
Maths or equivalent 

SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC including Maths
A Level – BBB  
including Maths
BTEC Extended Diploma 
– DDD in a related 
subject

HNC – in related subject 
with Grade B
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC 
A Level – BBB 
BTEC Extended Diploma 
– DDD in a related 
subject 

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade BB at SCQF 
Level 8, for single unit 
HND pass with B  
in relevant subject plus 
Higher maths Grade B or 
equivalent

N/A HND – Grade BB at SCQF 
Level 8, for single unit 
HND pass with B  
in relevant subject plus 
Higher maths Grade B or 
equivalent

OTHER N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 5 years 4 years

BSC (HONS) 
BUSINESS 
INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY 
UCAS: I2T8

BSC (HONS) 
DIGITAL MEDIA 
& INTERACTION 
DESIGN GLOBAL 
UCAS: I152

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBB
National 5 Grade  
C Maths and English

BBBC including at 
least one of Design, 
Art & Design, Music, 
Photography, Media or 
Graphic Communication 
National 5 Grade C 
Maths and English

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4

CCC including at least one 
of Design, Art & Design, 
Music, Photography, 
Media or Graphic 
Communication
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4 

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

HNC – Information 
Technology or Admin & IT 
with Grade B
SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC 
A Level – BBB 
BTEC Extended Diploma 
– DDD in a related 
subject

N/A

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade BB at SCQF 
Level 8, for single unit 
HND pass with B  
in relevant subject plus 
Higher maths Grade B or 
equivalent

N/A

OTHER N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 4 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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MAKE IT
BUILD YOUR SKILLSET. 

Our courses are designed around academic and professional skills 
so you’ll be fully prepared for the industry once you graduate. 

During your studies you’ll cover surveying, architectural technology 
and design, along with an introduction to construction practices. 

Our surveying courses are accredited by the Royal Institution  
of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and the Architectural  

Technology course is also accredited, by both the Chartered 
Institute of Architectural Technologists (CIAT) and the Chartered 

Institute of Building (CIB). 

Within our Building subject group 
we have an overall student 
satisfaction score of 92%.  
(National Student Survey 2017).

Our campus is at the heart of 
Edinburgh, a city that’s rich in 
inspiration and architectural heritage. 

We have the goal of accelerating 
change in construction culture 
and are founders of the Built 
Environment Exchange (beX), 
a platform for students with a 
passion for building and sustainable 
construction. Find out more at  
napier.ac.uk/bexBUILDING & 

SURVEYING
We are a top  
10 UK university  
for Building.
(Complete University Guide 2018)
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Industry experience is an important part of 
preparing yourself for the built environment 
and we actively encourage and support you in 
finding placement opportunities independently.

In the past students have worked both abroad 
and in the UK and secured graduate jobs 
after completing their course. We encourage 
Building Surveying students to take part in 
group work and we have a number of arranged 
visits throughout the course to commercial and 
conservation properties, along with links to 
Historic Environment Scotland and the Scottish 
Lime Centre Trust.

Real Estate Surveying students have been on 
placements with a wide range of firms including 
Shepherd Surveyors, Savills, Rydens and DM Hall.

FACILITIES
Our city centre campus gives you access  
to computer labs with specialist software 
and inspiring, active learning spaces. 
Architectural Technology students have  
a specialist classroom with industry 
software that allows them to create 
designs, which can then be built into 
models. These models then go on display 
to inspire and motivate other students. 
There is also a specialist printer which 
students can use for printing large building 
plans. Surveying students have access to 
many of the leading software programmes 
for specialist applications and fieldwork is 
built into the overall student experience.

CHANGE FOR GOOD
The world is changing. New buildings are constantly appearing and historic 
ones are in need of restoration. Our courses are aimed at students with an 
interest in the built environment around us, who are able to identify problems 
and find innovative solutions that make a real impact. We will equip you 
with the academic and professional skills required to develop a professional 
career in Architectural Technology and Surveying. You will gain a degree 
from a university which is highly reputable within the industry, from which 
various firms approach us and take on many of our graduates for immediate 
employment. The School of Engineering and the Built Environment currently 
hosts the Institute for Sustainable Construction and the Transport Research 
Institute, two internationally leading Research Institutes. 

ABOUT YOU
If you’re both logical and practical this sector could be just for you. Good communication  
skills are also important as you’ll not only be gaining academic knowledge, but you will 
also interact with fellow students and clients on group projects. Good relationship building, 
negotiation, presentation and report writing skills are all essential too and if you want  
to work in either Architectural Technology or Surveying; you should also enjoy analysing  
problems and identifying solutions.

COURSES 
BSc/BSc (Hons) Architectural Technology   
Based around the professional requirement for the Chartered Institute of Architectural 
Technologists (CIAT), this course is one of only four institutions to be awarded  
Centre of Excellence by the CIAT. You’ll gain a good level of understanding of the 
construction industry and modules include Building Design and Technology and Design 
Information Technology.

BSc/BSc (Hons) Building Surveying  
This course teaches you how to diagnose building faults, carry out inspections, and apply 
construction technology principles when advising on preventative or remedial solutions.

BSc/BSc (Hons) Real Estate Surveying  
Combining real estate surveying with valuation, planning and development, this course 
teaches you how the commercial property markets work by studying the valuation of land 
and buildings and appraisal of them for either development or investment purposes. 

BSc/BSc (Hons) Quantity Surveying 
This course teaches you the skills needed in design economics, procurement methods, 
cost planning, life cycle costing, budget management and measurement and quantification 
of construction work.

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-building
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CAREERS
GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Valuation Surveyor
Property Asset Manager
Real Estate  
Investment Surveyor
Property Management  
Surveyor
Development Surveyor
Commercial Agency  
Surveyor
Construction Project 
Manager
Chartered Surveyor
Chartered Quantity  
Surveyor
Contracts Manager
Construction  
Cost Manager
Building Surveyor
Commercial Building  
Surveyor
Architectural  
Technician

KNOW WHAT YOU’RE DOING
“The knowledge and practical elements gained through my course  
are directly transferable to my current job where I work as an Assistant 
Site Manager at ISG.” 

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Lisa Playfair 
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our 
students into great careers 
since we first opened our 
doors in 1964. And there’s 
certainly plenty of exciting 
opportunities for you  
after you leave.

Here’s some we already 
know about, but the future 
will be full of new jobs, 
industries and opportunities. 
So be ready to keep  
learning, working hard  
and being flexible. You’ll  
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so  
your future is very bright.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BSC (HONS) 
ARCHITECTURAL 
TECHNOLOGY 
UCAS: K236

BSC (HONS) 
BUILDING 
SURVEYING
UCAS: K230

BSC (HONS)  
REAL ESTATE 
SURVEYING 
UCAS: N230

BSC (HONS) 
QUANTITY 
SURVEYING 
UCAS: K240

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBCC
National 5 Grade C Maths 
and English 

BBCC
National 5 Grade C Maths 
and English

BBCC
National 5 Grade C Maths 
and English

BBCC
National 5 Grade C Maths 
and English

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCD
GCSE Grade C/4 in Maths 
and English

CCD
GCSE Grade C/4 in Maths 
and English 

CCD
GCSE Grade C/4 in Maths 
and English 

CCD
GCSE Grade C/4 in Maths 
and English 

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2  
REQUIREMENTS

SQA Advanced  
Higher – BBC  
National 5 Maths and 
English Grade C
A-Level – BBB  
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4
HNC – B in related 
subject

Advanced Higher – BBC  
National 5 Maths and 
English Grade C
A-Level – BBB  
GCSE Maths and English 
Grade C/4
HNC – B in related 
subject

Advanced Higher – BBC 
National 5 English and 
Maths at Grade C
A-Level – BBB  
GCSE English and Maths 
at Grade C/4
HNC – B in related 
subject (Property, 
Construction, or Business)

Advanced Higher – BBC 
National 5 English and 
Maths at Grade C
A-Level – BBB  
GCSE English and Maths 
at Grade C/4
HNC – B in related 
subject (Property, 
Construction, or Business)

YEAR 3  
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject

OTHER N/A This degree programme is currently being reviewed and it is anticipated that from 
2019 entry onwards the structure will change, to incorporate a placement element 
in the third year of study.  Further information relating to this change will be 
available by September 2018.  Please check our website for further information.

MODE OF STUDY Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

Full-time (FT) 
Part-time (PT)

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years (FT) 
6 years (PT)

4 years (FT) 
6 years (PT)

4 years (FT) 
6 years (PT)

4 years (FT) 
6 years (PT)

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

After the graduation ceremony  
at Edinburgh’s Usher Hall.
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MAKE A  
DIFFERENCE

THE WORLD NEEDS ENGINEERS.  
WE MAKE THINGS HAPPEN. 

We help develop new technology that creates new jobs, 
improves the way we live and provides support for the economy. 

At Edinburgh Napier we have strong industry links and work 
closely with working professionals who give regular guest 

lectures on live projects. This provides you with a professional 
insight of what industry requires, and through this connection 
many students have secured employment after graduation. 

Our Energy and Environmental course 
was one of the first undergraduate 
programmes in Scotland to focus 
specifically on energy, renewables 
 and carbon accounting. 

We have a 100% student satisfaction 
rate for our Civil Engineering course. 
(National Student Survey 2017).

Join the Built Environment Exchange 
(beX), a platform for students with a 
passion for sustainable construction. 
We provide industry internships, 
MSc scholarships and employability 
projects with the goal of accelerating 
change in construction culture.  
To find out more about beX visit 
napier.ac.uk/bex 

Winner of the Queen’s 
Anniversary Prize  
for our work in  
timber engineering, 
sustainable 
construction and 
wood science.  
(QAP 2009 & 2015)

ENGINEERING

 The 6 axis robot which is part of our fully 
 automated manufacturing facility. 
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
We know that learning comes from doing,  
so work placements are an intrinsic and 
essential part of every course. We have many 
contacts within industry and we organise 
regular site visits and can even arrange  
for you to experience working abroad. 

FACILITIES
You’ll be based in a city centre campus with 
access to a wide range of facilities including 
computer labs with specialist software and 
design programmes.

Our equipment-based labs have a wide 
range of industry relevant equipment 
specific to your chosen subject groups. 
Some examples include:

A Robotics and Automated Manufacturing 
lab which contains a Flexible Manufacturing 
System (FMS), a small fully automated 
factory. The FMS is used by students to study 
and design an automated production line. 

We also have a suite of 3D printers which 
allow students to quickly realise their designs.

Other laboratory include: Process control, 
fluids, embedded systems, fibre optic, 
electrical machines, electronics, polymer 
engineering, energy systems, and a  
heavy structures. In addition, we have 
design studios equipped with CAD and  
CAE software.

LET’S BUILD ON YOUR STRENGTHS
Flexibility is key in our ever-changing world. You’ll study civil, energy, electrical, 
transportation or mechanical engineering before you specialise, but even then 
you are not limited to your chosen field. Our students are an active, tight knit 
and friendly group who support each other within and outside of classes.  
There are many opportunity to take part in activities outwith the core 
programmes, such as the Civil Engineering week which is held overseas.  
Our courses are fully accredited by organisations such as the Institution of 
Civil Engineers; Institution of Structural Engineers; Chartered Institution of 
Highways and Transportation and Institute of Highway Engineers. This will 
mean you have the academic and technical skills to be fully prepared for 
industry once you graduate.

ABOUT YOU
If you are creative, have a technical mind and love problem solving then Engineering is for you. 
Some of the key skills required are a combination of mathematics and design, as well  
as communication and management abilities. 

BEng (Hons) Electronic &  
Electrical Engineering
You’ll study electronic and electrical 
engineering and focus on the application 
of these skills to real-world engineering 
situations. As part of your studies you  
will analyse engineering systems, 
designs, processes and products and  
will use computer-aided engineering  
and design techniques.

MEng Electronic & Electrical Engineering
This course is the same as the BEng course  
in years 1 to 4. You then specialise in your 
chosen field for advanced study in year 5.

COURSES 
BEng (Hons) Civil Engineering
This course covers geo techniques, hydraulics, 
transportation of water, structural and 
environmental engineering. It starts with a 
broad-based approach before specialising in 
your chosen field in your fourth year.

MEng Civil Engineering 
This course is the same as the BEng course  
in years 1 to 4. You then specialise in your 
chosen field for advanced study in year 5.

BEng (Hons) Mechanical Engineering
You’ll learn to integrate your knowledge of 
mathematics, science, information technology, 
design and business and apply it to increasingly 
complex engineering situations. This course 
will help you develop your skills in lateral 
problem solving and innovative thinking. 

MEng Mechanical Engineering
This course is the same as the BEng course  
in years 1 to 4. You then specialise in your 
chosen field for advanced study in year 5.

MEng Civil & Transportation Engineering
This course develops your skills in structural 
analysis, transport systems, ground 
engineering, water resource management and 
transport planning. You then get to put these 
skills into practice on a work placement  
and gain industry insights from site visits,  
a week-long survey camp, an overseas field 
trip and input from engineering companies. 

BEng (Hons) Energy &  
Environmental Engineering
You’ll focus on engineering practices, 
computing skills and principles of design 
relating to a wide range of energy systems. 
You’ll gain a key understanding of operation 
and specification of a range of renewable 
energy systems, and consider the use and 
impact of appropriate materials and methods 
of manufacture. The course also covers 
building services design, allowing you, should 
you wish, to follow a career in this area. 

Have you clicked?  
Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-engineering

Civil Engineering
Society field trip  
to construction site.
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CAREERS
Job-specific skills, tick. 
Academic knowledge, tick. 
Entrepreneurial spirit, tick!

Edinburgh Napier University 
has been helping our students 
into great careers since we  
first opened our doors in 1964.  
And there’s certainly plenty  
of exciting opportunities for 
you after you leave. 

Here’s some we already know 
about, but the future will be 
full of new jobs, industries  
and opportunities. So be ready 
to keep learning, working hard 
and being flexible. You’ll  
be equipped with heaps  
of transferable skills so your 
future is very bright. 

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Aerospace Engineer
Transport Engineer
Product Designer
Mechanical Engineer
Engineering Analyst
Civil Engineer
Power Engineer
Railway Engineer
Marine Engineer
Geotechnical Engineer
Renewable Energy 
Consultant
Electronics Engineer
Energy Engineer
Government 
Infrastructure Manager
Electrical Engineer
Utilities Engineer
International 
Engineering Consultant

DO IT

“I always had an interest in engineering from a young age and 
even though I was told I wasn’t very good at Maths and that  
I should consider a different path, I didn’t let that stop me.  
I continued to pursue my ambition and I am now in my third year 
studying Civil Engineering and absolutely enjoy my course.”

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Sophie Pugh
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BENG (HONS) CIVIL 
ENGINEERING 
UCAS: H203

MENG CIVIL & 
TRANSPORTATION 
ENGINEERING 

UCAS: H290

MENG CIVIL 
ENGINEERING 
UCAS: H202

BENG (HONS) 
ENERGY & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
ENGINEERING
UCAS: HJ69

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC including higher 
Maths at Grade B
National 5 English 
Grade B

ABBB including Higher 
Maths at Grade B 
National 5 English 
Grade B

ABBB including Higher 
Maths at Grade B
National 5 English 
Grade B

BBBC including Higher 
Maths and a Science 
(excluding Biology) or 
other technical subject*
National 5 English Grade B

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC including  
A Level Maths
GCSE English Grade B/5 

BCC including  
A-Level Maths 
GCSE English grade B/5 

BCC including A-Level 
Maths 
GCSE English Grade B/5

CCC including Maths 
and a Science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject**
GCSE English Grade B/5

YEAR 1 HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

SQA Advanced Higher – 
BBC including Maths
National 5 English 
Grade B
A-Level – BBB to include 
Maths
GCSE English at Grade 
B/5
HNC – B in a related 
subject but must 
include Mathematics 
for Construction (SCQF 
Level 6) and Maths for 
Civil Engineering (SCQF 
Level 7)

SQA Advanced Higher –
BBC including Maths
National 5 English 
Grade B
A-Level – BBB to include 
Maths 
GCSE English Grade B/5
HNC – A in related 
subject but must 
include Mathematics 
for Construction (SCQF 
Level 6) and Maths for 
Civil Engineering (SCQF 
Level 7) 

SQA Advanced Higher –
BBC including Maths
National 5 English 
Grade B
A-Level – BBB to include 
Maths 
GCSE English Grade B/5
HNC – A in related 
subject but must 
include Mathematics 
for Construction (SCQF 
Level 6) and Maths for 
Civil Engineering (SCQF 
Level 7) 

SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC including Maths 
and a Science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject*
National 5 English Grade B
A-Level –BBB to include 
Maths and a Science 
(excluding Biology) or 
technical subject**
GCSE English grade B/5 
HNC – B in related 
subject but must include 
Engineering Maths 1,2 & 3, 
Thermofluids and Statics  
& Strength of Materials

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – Grade B at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded units 
 in a related subject but 
must include Maths for  
Construction (SCQF 
Level 6), Maths for Civil 
Engineering (SCQF Level 7) 
and Applied Maths for Civil 
Engineering (SCQF Level 8)

HND – Grade A at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject 
but must include Maths 
for Construction (SCQF 
Level 6), Maths for Civil 
Engineering (SCQF Level 
7) and Applied Maths 
(SCQF Level 8)

HND – Grade A at SCQF 
Level 8 in the graded 
units in a related subject 
but must include Maths 
for Construction (SCQF 
Level 6), Maths for Civil 
Engineering (SCQF Level 
7) and Applied Maths 
(SCQF Level 8)

HND – Grade B at 
SCQF Level 8 in the 
graded units in a related 
subject but must include 
Engineering Maths 1,2,3 
& 4, Thermofluids and 
Statics & Strength of 
Materials

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 5 years 5 years 4 years

BENG (HONS) 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 
UCAS: H300

MENG 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING
UCAS: H301

BENG (HONS) 
ELECTRONIC 
& ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 
UCAS: H606

MENG ELECTRONIC 
& ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING
UCAS: H6H0

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC including Higher 
Maths and a Science 
(excluding Biology) or 
other technical subject*
National 5 English Grade B

ABBB including Maths 
and a science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject at Grade B*
National 5 English Grade B

BBBC including Higher 
Maths and a Science 
(excluding Biology) or 
technical subject*
National 5 English Grade B

ABBB including Maths 
and a science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject at Grade B*
National 5 English Grade B

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CCC including Maths 
and a Science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject**
GCSE English Grade B/5

BCC including Maths 
and a science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject**
GCSE English grade B/5

CCC including Maths 
and a Science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject**
GCSE English Grade B/5 

BCC including A-Level 
Maths and a Science 
(excluding Biology) or 
technical subject**
GCSE English Grade B/5

YEAR 1 HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC including Maths 
and a Science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject*
National 5 English Grade B
A-Level – BBB to include 
Maths and a Science 
(excluding Biology) or 
technical subject**
GCSE English grade B/5 
HNC – B in related 
subject but must include 
Engineering Maths 1,2 
& 3, Thermofluids and 
Statics & Strength  
of Materials

SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC including Maths 
and a Science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject*
National 5 English Grade B
A-Level – BBB including 
Maths and a Science 
(excluding Biology) or 
technical subject**
GCSE English grade B/5 
HNC – A in a related 
subject but must include 
the Engineering Maths 
1,2 & 3, Thermofluids and 
Statics & Strength  
of Materials

SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC to include Maths 
and a Science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject*
National 5 English 
Grade B
A-Level – BBB inncluding 
Maths and a Science 
(excluding Biology) or 
technical subject**
GCSE English Grade B/5 
HNC – B in related 
subject but must include 
Engineering Maths 1,2 & 3

SQA Advanced Higher –  
BBC including Maths 
and a Science (excluding 
Biology) or technical 
subject*
National 5 English 
Grade B
A-Level – BBB to include 
Maths and a Science/
Technical subject**
GCSE English Grade B/5
HNC – A in related 
subject but must include 
Engineering  
Maths 1,2 & 3

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

HND – B at SCQF Level 
8 in the graded units in a 
related subject to include 
Engineering Maths 1,2,3 
& 4, Thermofluids and 
Statics & Strength of 
Materials

HND – A at SCQF Level 
8 in the graded units 
in a related subject but 
must include Engineering 
Maths 1,2,3 & 4, 
Thermofluids and Statics 
& Strength of Materials

HND – B at SCQF Level 
8 in the graded units in a 
related subject to include 
Engineering Maths 1,2,3 
& 4

HND – A at SCQF Level 
8 in the graded units in a 
related subject to include 
Engineering Maths 1,2,3 
& 4

OTHER N/A N/A N/A N/A

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time (FT)  
Part-time (PT)

Full-time

LOCATION Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston Merchiston

DURATION 4 years 5 years 4 years (FT) 
6 years (PT)

5 years

*    Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Electronics, Engineering, Mathematics, Mechatronics, Mechanical Engineering, 
Physics, Technological Studies/Engineering Science, Design & Manufacture, Chemistry. **  Applied Mathematics: Mechanics, Civil Engineering, Electronics, Mathematics, Mechatronics, Physics, Technological 

Studies/Engineering Science, Chemistry.

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding 
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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We are the only provider of all 
four fields of nursing (Adult, 
Child, Learning Disabilities and 
Mental Health) and midwifery  
pre-registration education  
in Scotland.

You’ll be trained in our state-of-
the-art Simulation and Clinical Skills 
Centre with specialist equipment as 
part of our pre-registration nursing 
and midwifery courses.

99.3% of our nursing students 
go straight into work or further 
study within six months of 
graduating (HESA 2015/16).

BE PREPARED
DELIVERING EXCELLENCE. 

Healthcare is changing. Which is why our courses provide the 
theoretical and practical skills you need to be future-proof.  

Our School of Health & Social Care provides a vibrant teaching 
and research environment for over 2,500 students and 130 staff. 
We deliver a unique learning experience and undertake pioneering  

research with a focus on practical and applied results.

NURSING & 
MIDWIFERY 

We are the largest provider 
of nursing and midwifery 
education in Scotland,  
with a reputation that goes 
beyond borders and an 
impact that reaches around 
the world. Accident and Emergency simulation in the  

 Simulation and Clinical Skills Centre. 
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PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Using your new-found skills in the workplace 
is a core part of our nursing and midwifery 
courses. We work closely with local healthcare 
providers to organise placements which  
allow you to put theory into practice, and you’ll 
get to prepare in advance in our simulated 
clinical environments. 

FACILITIES
Our modern Sighthill campus has some 
of the best teaching and simulation 
facilities in the country. These include the 
purpose-built Simulation and Clinical Skills 
Centre, which brings to life the theoretical 
principles learned in class, while providing 
a safe environment for the teaching and 
development of clinical skills in student 
nurses and midwives. 

The 1000m2 centre includes life-like 
hospital wards, including High Dependency 
Unit (HDU) simulator suites, which mimic 
intensive care treatment areas for training 
nurses, a midwifery suite and scrubs area. 
These diverse and impressive facilities 
will help you gain skills and experiences 
relevant to employers all over the world. 

A BEAUTIFUL CAREER IS BORN
At the School of Health & Social Care we aim to make a major positive 
impact on health, care and society, both nationally and globally.  
We’ll give you the skills, expertise and qualifications employers are 
looking for and you’ll graduate with official Nursing and Midwifery 
Council (NMC) registration. 

ABOUT YOU
Looking for a positive and rewarding career which contributes to the wellbeing  
of individuals, families and communities in Scotland and beyond? Whether you’re 
starting out in a caring career or already on your chosen path, we can help you  
go further. Our courses teach you the theory, but equally importantly, help you gain 
professional knowledge and build a network of professional connections. Have you clicked?  

Go online for the full lowdown 

napier.ac.uk/do-nursing

COURSES 
BN Nursing (Adult) 
Gain the professional knowledge and 
understanding to progress in a career  
at the forefront of adult nursing.

BN Nursing (Child) 
Learn to be confident and competent in the care 
of children and young people requiring healthcare 
interventions through an exciting, challenging  
and stimulating programme.

BN Nursing (Mental Health) 
Explore the rewarding and complex study  
of mental health and develop the skills required 
to practice nursing in a compassionate and 
recovery-focused way.

BN Nursing (Learning Disabilities) 
Learning disability nurses aim to improve  
social inclusion and the general quality of life  
for people with learning disabilities through  
care and support.

BSc Nursing Studies 
This programme gives you a flexible opportunity 
to build on your current nursing qualifications and 
top up to degree level.

BM Midwifery 
Explore all aspects of childbearing and gain  
the knowledge and practical skills required  
to register with the Nursing and Midwifery 
Council as a midwife.

If you already hold an undergraduate degree  
in another subject area and are looking to qualify  
as a nurse or a midwife these routes are 
designed for you: 

MM Masters in Midwifery 
A three-year pre-registration course that gives 
you the opportunity to complete a Master’s degree 
and gain a professional registration in midwifery. 
You’ll follow the same learning programme as the 
undergraduate course, but you’ll also undertake 
advanced theoretical assessments so you can 
graduate with a Masters qualification. 

MN Masters in Nursing 
A three-year pre-registration programme that 
gives you the opportunity to complete a Master’s 
degree and gain a professional registration in one  
of the following fields of nursing: Adult Health, 
Child Health, Mental Health or Learning Disabilities. 
You will follow the same learning programme as 
the undergraduate programme, but undertake 
advanced theoretical assessments so you can 
graduate with a Masters qualification. 

 Hands-on practice in the 
 Simulation and Clinical Skills 
 Suite at our Sighthill campus. 
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A NEW BEGINNING 
“I got my nursing degree at 52 and I would never have got there without 
all the help, support and guidance of the teaching staff at Edinburgh 
Napier University. They helped me graduate with a distinction.”

Ross Chalmers, Bachelor of Nursing graduate, 2017.

GRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

Ross Chalmers
CAREERS
Our nursing and midwifery 
graduates have excellent 
career prospects across 
hospitals and local 
communities, voluntary 
organisations and the  
private sector. 

Our graduates have gone  
on to gain employment, 
particularly within NHS Lothian 
and NHS Borders and in the 
private sector. However, you 
will also be able to work 
anywhere within the UK  
and EU and in some cases  
even further afield.

GET INTO WHAT YOU’RE INTO

Charge Nurse
Sexual Health Nurse
Staff Midwife
Delivery Suite 
Co-ordinator
Infection Control Nurse
Neonatal Staff Nurse
Clinical Operations 
Manager
Advanced Nurse 
Practitioner
Ward Manager
Matron
Addiction Nurse
Lecturer
Phlebotomist
Community  
Children‘s Nurse
Nurse Researcher
Care Home Nurse
Clinical Co-ordinator
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

BN NURSING 
(ADULT) 
UCAS: B740

BN NURSING 
(CHILD) 
UCAS: B731

BN NURSING 
(MENTAL HEALTH) 
UCAS: B760

BN NURSING 
(LEARNING 
DISABILITIES)
UCAS: B761

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBC preferably including 
English or literary subject* 
and a science subject**
National 5 Maths at 
Grade C
National 5 English 
& Biology at Grade C 
required for applicants 
who do not have these 
subjects at Higher

BBC preferably including 
English or literary subject* 
and a science subject**
National 5 Maths at 
Grade C
National 5 English 
& Biology at Grade C 
required for applicants 
who do not have these 
subjects at Higher

BBC preferably including 
English or literary subject* 
and a science subject**
National 5 Maths at 
Grade C
National 5 English 
& Biology at Grade C 
required for applicants 
who do not have these 
subjects at Higher

BBC preferably including 
English or literary subject* 
and a science subject**
National 5 Maths at 
Grade C
National 5 English 
& Biology at Grade C 
required for applicants 
who do not have these 
subjects at Higher

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

CC preferably to include 
English (or literary 
subject*) and a Science 
Subject**
GCSE Maths at C/4
GCSE English & Biology 
at Grade C/4 required for 
applicants who do not 
have these subjects at 
A-Level

CC preferably to include 
English (or literary 
subject*) and a Science 
Subject**
GCSE Maths at C/4
GCSE English & Biology 
at Grade C/4 required for 
applicants who do not 
have these subjects at 
A-Level

CC preferably to include 
English (or literary 
subject*) and a Science 
Subject**
GCSE Maths at C/4
GCSE English & Biology 
at Grade C/4 required for 
applicants who do not 
have these subjects at 
A-Level

CC preferably to include 
English (or literary 
subject*) and a Science 
Subject**
GCSE Maths at C/4
GCSE English & Biology 
at Grade C/4 required for 
applicants who do not 
have these subjects at 
A-Level

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

Grade C in a relevant 
subject in Graded Unit
National 5 English, Maths 
and Biology at Grade C

Grade C in a relevant 
subject in Graded Unit
National 5 English, Maths 
and Biology at Grade C

Grade C in a relevant 
subject in Graded Unit
National 5 English, Maths 
and Biology at Grade C

Grade C in a relevant 
subject in Graded Unit
National 5 English, Maths 
and Biology at Grade C

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

Case-by-case basis Case-by-case basis Case-by-case basis Case-by-case basis 

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A

OTHER Interview
IELTS (7.0) with 7.0 in all 
components

Interview
IELTS (7.0) with 7.0 in all 
components

Interview
IELTS (7.0) with 7.0 in all 
components

Interview
IELTS (7.0) with 7.0 in all 
components

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time 

LOCATION Sighthill Sighthill Sighthill Sighthill 

DURATION 3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years

BM 
MIDWIFERY 
UCAS: B720

BSC NURSING 
STUDIES (TOP UP) MM MASTERS IN MIDWIFERY 

UCAS: B721

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

BBBC including English 
and Biology or Human 
Biology
National 5 Maths at 
Grade C

You will be required to 
have a relevant health or 
social care qualification. 
On entering the 
programme, you will 
be allocated advanced 
standing based on 
existing qualifications/
education.
To check the equivalence 
of your qualification 
or experience, email 
ugadmissions@ 
napier.ac.uk

First degree or Honours degree
Must also have Higher/A Level English C, Higher/A 
Level Biology/Human Biology C and National 5/ GCSE 
C/4 Maths or equivalent

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

BCC including Biology/ 
Applied Science and a 
Literary subject* 
**GCSE Maths at C/4
GCSE English at C/4 
required for applicants 
who do not have A-Level 
English

N/A

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

Care and Administrative 
Practice (B in Graded 
Unit), plus SQA Higher 
Biology or Human 
Biology at Grade B

N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

Case-by-case basis N/A

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

N/A N/A

OTHER Interview 
IELTS (7.0) with 7.0 in all 
components

This course is part of 
our Global Online suite, 
which means it can be 
studied flexibly and 
from anywhere. For 
entry requirements and 
detailed information, 
head to napier.ac.uk/
UG-online

Interview
IELTS (7.0) with 7.0 in all components. 
Certified evidence of completion of general education 
of 12 years is obtained from every candidate, and is 
part of the interview process. Applicants may also 
be considered with other academic, vocational or 
professional qualifications deemed to be equivalent. 

MODE OF STUDY Full-time Full time (FT)  
Part-time (PT)  
Global Online (GO)

Full-time

LOCATION Sighthill Sighthill (FT & PT)  
Online (GO)

Sighthill 

DURATION 3 years 1-5 years (FT) 
Up to 5 years (PT) 
12-24 months (GO)

3 years* Literary subjects are: English/English Literature, History, Modern Studies, RMPS, Christian Theology, Psychology, 
Sociology, Health & Social Care, Law

**   Science subjects are: Biology, Human Biology, Chemistry, Physics, PE

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.
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UNDERGRADUATE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

MN MASTERS IN NURSING – MN  
[WITH NURSING & MIDWIFERY COUNCIL 
(NMC) REGISTRATION] 
(AVAILABLE ROUTES: ADULT, CHILD, LEARNING 
DISABILITY, MENTAL HEALTH)

UCAS: B742, B730, B765, B766

YEAR 1 
SQA HIGHER 
REQUIREMENTS

First degree or Honours degree
Must also have Higher/A Level English C, Higher/A 
Level Biology/Human Biology C and National 5/ GCSE 
C/4 Maths or equivalent

YEAR 1 
A LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

N/A

YEAR 1 
HNC/D  
REQUIREMENTS

N/A

YEAR 2 
REQUIREMENTS

N/A

YEAR 3 
REQUIREMENTS

N/A

OTHER Interview
IELTS (7.0) with 7.0 in all components. 
Certified evidence of completion of general education 
of 12 years is obtained from every candidate, and is 
part of the interview process. Applicants may also 
be considered with other academic, vocational or 
professional qualifications deemed to be equivalent. 

MODE OF STUDY Full-time

LOCATION Sighthill 

DURATION 3 years

Coming from outside the UK?
For entry requirements specific to your country, go to: napier.ac.uk/your-country. If English isn’t your first language, you might need to 
prove that you can read, write, speak and understand English to a satisfactory level. We normally require international students to 
achieve International English Language Testing System (IELTS) scores of 6.0 overall, with 5.5 in each component unless stated otherwise.

Contextual admissions
The entry requirements listed here are typical and you may be given an adjusted offer of entry if you meet specific widening 
participation criteria as outlined in our contextual admissions policy. Have a look at page 36 and napier.ac.uk/UG-entry  
to see if this applies to you. Please note that the University’s website is the most up to date source of information regarding  
courses – head to napier.ac.uk for the latest information.

 Our nursing students celebrating International 
 Nurses’ Day on 12 May (the anniversary   
 of Florence Nightingale’s birth).  
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Section A: Scottish and EU students 
If you live in Scotland or live elsewhere in the 
EU (excluding England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland) and satisfy residency requirements 
your tuition fees will normally be paid  
for you by the Student Awards Agency  
for Scotland (SAAS). You must apply to SAAS 
each year to ensure your tuition fees are 
paid and you receive any eligible living  
cost support (either a Living Cost Loan  
or a Bursary for Nursing Students). 

For more detailed information, visit the  
SAAS website: www.saas.gov.uk

Section B: England, 
Wales and Northern Ireland
If you normally live in England, Northern 
Ireland or Wales, you are likely to be assessed 
as liable to pay the rest of UK tuition fee 
rate, regardless of the subject you are 
studying. You DO NOT have to pay tuition 
fees up front – you can apply for a tuition 
fee loan to cover your tuition fees.

The majority of undergraduate honours 
degrees in Scotland last four years  
(including the option for a year abroad) 
although some Nursing degrees are three 
years in length and we also have some 
Master’s programmes which take five years 
to complete. The Scottish higher education 
system is designed to offer greater breadth 
and levels of flexibility. For England, Wales, 
Northern Ireland and Channel Islands 
students starting their studies in 2019, 
tuition fees are £9,250 per year. 

For students on a three or four year degree 
programme these will be payable for  
a maximum of three years. Students on  
a five year degree programme will pay  
fees for four out of the five years. You can 
find out more information on our website: 
napier.ac.uk/fees
Tuition Fee and Living Cost Loans are 
available from your home funding body.  
For more information visit the following 
websites: 

England: www.gov.uk/student-finance 
N. Ireland: www.studentfinanceni.co.uk
Wales: www.studentfinancewales.co.uk

The University also provides a generous 
bursary package offering a cash award  
of up to £3,000 per year. The level  
of financial support you will receive  
from the University will be dependent on 
your financial circumstances and/or your 
academic achievement.

FEES & FUNDING
Understanding the financial implications of coming to university  
can sometimes be tricky, but we’re here to help. Check the  
diagram below and browse the next pages for all your fees and 
funding information. If you still need more details contact us:  
+44(0) 333 900 6040
napier.ac.uk/fees

Are you from... Students from England, Wales 
and Northern Ireland on a four 

year degree programme will 
only pay fees for three years.

Scotland?

England, Wales or 
Northern Ireland?

EU but not 
from the UK?

Outside the 
 UK and EU?

Section A
See facing page

Section B
See facing page

Section A
See facing page

Section C
Page 206

Section D
Page 206
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FEES & FUNDING
Section C: EU Fees for 2019 Entry
The Scottish Government has announced 
that eligible EU students who are studying 
a course of Higher Education at college 
or university in Scotland in 2019-20 can 
access tuition fee support for the duration 
of their course. This means that eligible 
EU students will continue to have access 
to free tuition from the Student Awards 
Agency Scotland (SAAS). SAAS will assess 
applications against existing eligibility 
criteria, and will provide funding in the 
normal way. 

Section D: Tuition fees for 
international (non-EU) students 
Fees for undergraduate courses in 2019/20 
are expected to range from £12,350  
to £14,350 depending on your chosen  
subject of study. If your fees are more  
than £6,500 and you need a Confirmation 
of Acceptance of Studies (CAS) to apply for  
your student visa, we require a prepayment  
of £3,500 before you will receive your CAS. 
If your fees are less than £6,500 we will 
require advance payment in full.  
For further information on fees, see  
napier.ac.uk/internationalfees

Online 
Tuition fees for our online degrees  
are payable directly to the University.  
Please see the course listing on our 
website for more information on fees  
for online courses.

At Edinburgh Napier we believe  
that whatever your age, background 

or lifestyle, there should be no 
barriers to learning. We are 

committed to ensuring it is accessible 
to the widest body of students who 
can benefit from higher education. 
We have a wide range of bursaries 

and financial support available:  
napier.ac.uk/funding

All students
Note that tuition fees are subject to change 
and there may be an annual increment  
in the cost of tuition fees while you are  
at the University taking into account the 
following circumstances: 

• Any increases set or prescribed by
regulatory bodies (other than the 
University) such as the Student Awards
Agency for Scotland (SAAS) and the UK 
Government and/or

• Changes to the cost of delivering our
programmes. Factors taken into account
include inflationary measures such as the 
retail price index (RPI), projected increases
in university costs, changes in the level
of grant from the Scottish Funding Council,
costs of provision of teaching, supervision 
and course-related facilities.

Over the past three years, the average  
level of increase has been 5.8% per annum 
for self-funding students (excluding those 
studying on programmes where fee levels 
are fixed by the Scottish Government  
e.g. Scottish/EU students on full time
undergraduate programmes). For further
information about our 2019 tuition fees
see napier.ac.uk/fees

STUDENT FEES TEAM 
+44 (0) 333 900 6040
fees@napier.ac.uk
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HOW TO APPLY
Made up your mind? Time to apply! 
Applications for all our full time undergraduate  
courses are processed through the centralised  
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services  
(UCAS) system. The application process  
is the same whether you are coming  
from school or college: apply online  
at www.ucas.com. You’ll need the 
Edinburgh Napier institution code which  
is ENAP E59, along with the course code  
of your chosen programme of study. 

Guidance on the application process and  
all course codes are listed on the UCAS 
website. You can also find useful 
information on its website on how to track 
progress of your application once it has 
been submitted. 

Applications for part time study are made 
online via our website from your chosen 
course information page. Find your chosen 
course and click the apply button.

Entry Requirements
It’s not possible to list all the qualifications 
we accept in this prospectus, so if you 
would like to know how your qualifications 
fit in, please see the full course listings  
on our website or contact us for guidance 
on entry requirements and to discuss  
your options by emailing:  
ugadmissions@napier.ac.uk.

Admissions Policy
The University is committed to ensuring  
we are accessible to the widest body  
of students who can benefit from higher 
education. We seek to admit students who 
have the potential to succeed and benefit 
from our programmes of study. 

Visit our website or contact us for a copy  
of our Admissions Policy and Contextual 
Admissions Policy which explains how  
we consider each application we receive. 
napier.ac.uk/admissions-policy 

English language requirements 
If English is not your first language you  
may need proof of an English language 
qualification. If you do not hold an approved 
English language qualification you may  
be required to sit an English language test, 
such as IELTS or TOEFL. To find out if you 
need to sit an English language test, visit 
napier.ac.uk/your-country 

Widening Access team 
We support a wide range of applicants 
from all backgrounds and diverse learning 
paths, get in touch with our team to see 
how we can help you start your journey 
into higher education.  
wideningaccess@napier.ac.uk

Useful information
We have plenty of useful information  
on our website to help answer any 
questions you may have on our  
admissions process, specific courses  
and any other general enquiries.  
Go to: napier.ac.uk/undergraduate

International students 
We welcome applications from all over  
the world. If you are applying from outside 
the EU, it is best to apply as soon as possible 
as this will give you enough time to make 
all the necessary arrangements for your visa 
and organise travel and accommodation. 
The UCAS application deadline for non-EU 
applicants is 30 June 2019.

Country-specific requirements can be 
found at napier.ac.uk/your-country.

UCAS
For help on course application  
and tracking contact:
UK: 0371 468 0468
International: +44 (0) 330 3330 230
enquiries@ucas.ac.uk
www.ucas.com

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Get in touch to find out about  
your application status and any 
other enquiries: 
+44 (0)333 900 6040
ugadmissions@napier.ac.uk

INTERNATIONAL TEAM
Contact our international team for 
application advice if you are applying from 
outside of the UK:
+44 (0)333 900 6040
international@napier.ac.uk

If you are applying from China, South Asia, 
South East Asia or West Africa, you can 
contact one of our overseas offices.

China Office, Beijing
+86 10 6538 8108
info@napierchina.com
napierchina.com

South East Asia Office, Malaysia
international@napier.ac.uk 

South Asia Office, Hyderabad and Delhi
+91 40 4240 8800 
india@napier.ac.uk

West Africa Office, Nigeria
+234 81 6678 2704 
international@napier.ac.uk
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HOW TO APPLY
In addition to the qualifications  
listed in the Study Areas section,  
we also accept alternative 
qualifications including International  
Baccalaureate and Foundation 
Apprenticeships, see the following 
page for more information.

Curriculum for Excellence
Edinburgh Napier University acknowledges 
the importance of Curriculum for Excellence 
and recognises the role this plays in enabling 
learners to progress at a pace which  
best suits their needs. The University’s 
Curriculum for Excellence statement can  
be found on our website or a copy obtained 
by contacting ugadmissions@napier.ac.uk. 

Offers for Year 1 entry are normally made 
on the basis of attainment in four SQA 
Highers at the required level. However  
a number of our degree programmes also 
require passes in specific subjects  
at Intermediate 2 or National 5. 

Please check the entry criteria for your 
chosen degree in the relevant Study  
Areas section in this prospectus or,  
for the most up to date information,  
refer to napier.ac.uk.

SCQF levels
Some of our entry requirements, particularly 
for HNC and HND applicants are expressed 
in terms of SCQF levels. Further guidance 
on SCQF Levels and how these relate  
to our entry criteria can be found at  
www.scqf.org.uk/the-framework/ 
scqf-levels/

Changes to GCSE qualifications 
A number of our degree programmes have 
GCSE subject specific requirements, please 
check the entry criteria for your chosen 
degree for full details. The University will 
continue to accept both the old GCSE and 
new GCSE qualifications as a means  
of meeting these entry requirements.

Applicants should contact  
ugadmissions@napier.ac.uk  
for further information.

Foundation Apprenticeships
Edinburgh Napier welcomes the introduction 
of Foundation Apprenticeships which offers 
you an excellent opportunity to undertake 
valuable work-based learning alongside 
other qualifications. This ensures you gain  
the necessary skills, knowledge and experience  
to prepare you for entry to University.

We will accept the Foundation Apprenticeship 
for entry to all courses across the University 
and completion of this qualification would 
normally equate to one SQA Higher. Where 
specific subjects at Higher or National 5  
are required for entry to a degree 
programme, the Foundation Apprenticeship 
would not replace this requirement but 
would count as one additional Higher subject 
to make up the complement of qualifications  
required for entry.

Associate Students
The Associate Student Scheme allows you 
to study for your HND at one of our partner 
Colleges while guaranteeing your place  
at Edinburgh Napier University in third year 
(conditions apply). As an Associate Student 
of Edinburgh Napier you have a personal 
guarantee of a place at Edinburgh Napier 
on a number of degree programmes within 
our School of Computing and the School  
of Engineering & the Built Environment.

In the School of Computing our partners are 
Edinburgh College, New College Lanarkshire 
and West Lothian College. In the School  
of Engineering & the Built Environment  
our partners are Borders College, Edinburgh 
College, Fife College and West Lothian 
College. Contact your local partner College 
to apply for an Associate Student place.

International Baccalaureate (IB)
The IB Diploma does not attract UCAS Tariff points. However, the constituent 
qualifications of the IB Diploma do. The Tariff points for the IB Diploma can  
be calculated by adding together the Tariff points for each of its components.

International Baccalaureate Tariff Table (as at December 2016)

IB CERTIFICATE IN HIGHER LEVEL UCAS TARIFF

H7 56

H6 48

H5  32

H4 24

H3 12

H2 0

H1 0
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Disclaimers
1.  The University endeavours to deliver courses and 

programmes of study in accordance with the description 
set out in this prospectus. The University’s prospectus is 
produced at the earliest possible date in order to provide 
maximum assistance to individuals considering applying 
for a course of study offered by the University. 
The University makes every effort to ensure that the 
information contained in the prospectus is accurate 
but it is possible that some changes will occur between 
the date of printing and the start of the academic year 
to which it relates.
 Please note that the University’s website is the most 
up to date source of information regarding courses 
and facilities and we strongly recommend that you always
visit the website before making any commitments.

2.  Although reasonable steps are taken to provide the 
programmes and services described, the University 
cannot guarantee the provision of any course or facility 
and the University may make variations to the contents 
or methods of delivery of courses, discontinue, merge 
or combine courses and introduce new courses if such 
action is reasonably considered to be necessary by the 
University. Such circumstances include (but are not 
limited to) industrial action, lack of demand, departure 
of key staff, changes in legislation or Government policy, 
withdrawal or reduction of funding or other circumstances 
beyond the University’s reasonable control.

3.  If the University discontinues any courses, it will use
its reasonable endeavours to provide a suitable alternative 
course. In addition, courses may change during the course 
of study and in such circumstances the University will 
normally undertake a consultation process prior to any such 
changes and seek to ensure that no student is unreasonably 
prejudiced as a consequence of any such change.

4.  The University does not accept responsibility, and excludes 
any liability for damage to students’ property (other
than through the negligence of the University, its staff
or agents), or for the consequences of any modification
or cancellation of any course, or part of a course, offered 
by the University but will take into consideration the 
effects on individual students and seek to minimise the 
impact of such effects where reasonably practicable.

5.  The University cannot accept any liability for disruption 
to its provision of educational or other services caused 
by circumstances beyond its control, but the University 
will take all reasonable steps to minimise the resultant 
disruption to such services. 

University rules, regulations and policies 
As a condition of enrolment, all students will be required  
to abide by and submit to the University’s Rules, Regulations 
and Policies, including Student Conduct Regulations, 
Academic Regulations, Library and Computing Regulations 
and Health and Safety Rules. These may be viewed at: 
napier.ac.uk/regulations or may be requested by email to:  
studentrecruitment@napier.ac.uk.
Our terms and conditions are available on mynapier.ac.uk.
Equal Opportunities
Edinburgh Napier University is committed to provid 
ing learning opportunities for all and is aiming to create an 
environment in which students are selected solely on the 
basis of merit. It is committed to equality of opportunity  
for all and will not unlawfully discriminate on any grounds.
Sustainability
At Edinburgh Napier University we are committed  
to reducing the environmental impact of our activities. 
With a dedicated Sustainability Office, working with all 
students and staff, we are striving to create an even more 
environmentally aware ethos. For further information, 
contact: sustainabilityoffice@napier.ac.uk
Edinburgh Napier University is a registered Scottish charity. 
Registration number SC018373.
Designed, produced, photographed and  
published by Marketing & Communications,  
Edinburgh Napier University.
Printed by Sterling Colour Printers –  
www.sterlingsolutions.co.uk
Our thanks to all students, graduates and staff who agreed 
to appear in this publication.
© Edinburgh Napier University 2018
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OPEN DAYS 2018

GET  TO KNOW U S

JUMP 
IN

JUNE 2018
Friday 8, Sighthill Campus-based subjects

Friday 15, Craiglockhart Campus-based subjects 
Friday 22, Merchiston Campus-based subjects

OCTOBER 2018
Saturday 13, All Campuses

@edinburghnapieruniversity
@edinburghnapier
edinburghnapieruniversity

@edinburghnapier
@edinburghnapier
edinburghnapieruni
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 A walk through the creative  
 corridors at Merchiston campus. 
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